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MEMPHIS, TENN. SATURDAY. JUNE 29, 1963

5 Million Asked To Observe Mourning Period For Medgar W. Evers
He Avowed To'Go Down
Baptist Convention Requests
Shooting' And 'Die With
Suspension Of Demonstrations
My Boots On'-Johnson
During 60-Day Mourning For Evers

By M. L REID
Tyler, carried the youngstei
A Negro minister, who re- back us the house, and went
portedly vowed several days to the Tyler's and asked to
ago that he would "go down speak to Mrs. Johnson.
shooting" and "die with my
As soon as he entered, Rev
boots on," did just that last Johnson pulled a butcher
. Saturday afternoon when he knife which he had concealed
refused police orders to throw and started toward her.
down a rifle and come out
Andrew Barnes, a brother
from behind a parked car of Mrs. Tyler, and her son
grabbed Rev. Johnson, while
with his hands up.
Shot through the head was Mrs. Johnson fled out the
Rev. Herbert V. Johnson, 59, back door to the home of Mrs.
who was exchanging shots E. J. Washington at 3028
with police from behind an Broad.
auto in his yard at 3024 Broad CUT NEIGHBOR
at. in the Binghampton cornWhile wielding the knife,
Rev. Johnson cut'Mrs. Tyler
munity.
He was the pastor of the St. on the arm.
After Rev. Johnson was
James CME church in Dresden. Neighbors said he usual- evicted from the house, Mrs.
ly went to Dresden on Satur- Gatewood said Mrs. Eloise
day evenings and remained Porter, 17, daughter of Mrs.
Tyler, screamed, "Mrs. Gatethere for the weekend.
According to Mrs. Laura wood, call the police!"
Gatewood of 3022 Broad, Rev. "While I was calling for the
Johnson's estranged wife, Mrs. police," Mrs. Gatewood said,
Amanda Johnson, came to the "Rev.sIohnson went back into
area on Saturday to bring a his house and got the rifle:"
Mrs. Johnson, who had been
graduation present to a girl
living at 847 Mosby since she
who lived next door.
separated from her husband
HAD KNIFE
jh The minister, she said, came last August, returned home on
Wto the front of the house with Monday.
a young child in his ar-ms, and FOUND SAFETY
She told the Tri-State Dewhen he saw Mrs. Johnson go
into the home of Mrs. Odelia
See
Page 2

More than five million and prayerful mourning for
(2) "That we will send teleAmericans were asked to ob- Evers. That we allow the elo- grams
and letters to our reserve a 60-day mourning pe- quent testimony of his sac- spective
congressmen
and
riod in memory of the late rificial death to be heard, and senators
urging their support
Medgar Wiley Evers of Jack- that we will seek to releaae of the President
's Civil Rights
son, Miss., starting July 4. The new spiritual influence and Program
and in helping to
request was made this week power that will help to change make
America a greater and
in a resolution adopted by the the minds and hearts of those more
complete
democratic
90-man board of directors of Americans who have not as country
for free men.
the National Baptist Conven- yet willed the full freedom
tion, USA Inc., headed by for all men," continued the (3) "That we will send letters of congratulations to those
Dr. J. H. Jackson of Chicago. resolution.
groups and organizations who
Boasting more than five milDuring the 60-day mourning have voluntarily set up a prolion members, it is reported period, the resolutio
n requests gram of desegregation and
to be the largest Negro reli- mourners
to;
who have committed themCiOUS organization in the (1) "Do all
within our pow- selves unreservedly to the
world.
er to support the President's American way of life.
The resolution also request- Civil Rights Legislation and (4) "That we
will pray for
ed that all Civil Rights Dem- to cooperate with him in his all the
governors of states
onststitions be suspended dur- constructive efforts to relieve and local
leaders who have
ing the period. The declara-., tensions in this country, and committe
es to the cause of
for
lion also pledged to finance pray
his
continued justices-and freedom
without
the education of the three strength and vision as he leads
children of the fallen civil forward this great nation.
See BAPTIST, Page 2
rights leader, Evers.
The
unaniresolutinmy aqaptegbyw'
tTie
tors during the 58th annual
session of the National
day ch
a l Ha
Training Union Congress, convening
in Birmingham, Ala., June 17After a trip to Jackson, Miss., and a night
when his fingerprint matched the one 23.
In Jail. Byron Be La Beckwith, 42, tight.
found on the telescopic sight found near SMALL BADGE
appears aear3. and here he is shown with
The resolution stated:
the murder in Jackson on June 12.
NASHVILLE--The National
"This could be accomplished
his attorney, Hardy Lott, left, of Green"That we (directors) request Bar Association, Inc., an or- by the concerted
seterion-Ledger Photo)
and coordimembers of the National Bap- ganization consisting predomi- nated
wood. Miss. FBI agents arrested Beckwith
action of the following
tist Convention, USA Inc. and nantly of most Negro lawyers groups:
(1)
lawyers, (2) minisinvited all other religious in America, notified President
ters, (3) business and profesgroups and civil rights organ- John F. Kennedy in
a letter sional people, (4) labor leadizations, social clubs -and last week that
the association ers, (5) educators and (6) repfraternities and citizens in- went on record "advocat
ing resentatives of local and state
dividually and collectively, to the eliminati
on of the necessi- governments and of our najoin with us in proclaiming
ity for demonstrations, to ob- tional government.
and observing 60 days of
tain civil rights, and employ
"Of these groups, the lawmourning, lamentation and
more diginifed means."
yers can lend invaluable asprayer in memory of the life,
The letter was signed by sistance by advocating rigid
the struggle and death of Medpar W. Evers beginning July Robert E. Lillard, president of adherence to the rule of law.
the association and president "Law has been and is the
The declaration also request- of the Tennessee Federation only hope for an orderly and
The assumption by Negro fort to maintain
peaceful society. Through the
segregation ed the wearing of "a visible of Democratic Leagues.
Jacksonians that the White in the state.
Following is the complete rule of law the people of this
token in the form of a small
Citizens' Council was resnonbadge" during the mourning text of the letter sent to Pres- nation can achieve dignity for
OWNED GUNSIGHT
lble for the murder of Medthe individual, equality of opident Kennedy:
period.
par Evers, field secretary for Beckwith was arrested last Also requested
"While we recognize the ef- portunity and legitimate asin the resohe NAACP in Mississippi, Saturday night in the office lution was that
"since such fectiveness of, and the benefits pirations for economic and
proved correct last Saturday of his attorney, Hardy Lott, memorial will be
deeply reli- that have been derived from cultural progress in a social
night with the arrest of Byron after FBI agents learned that gious in character" that
all direct non - violent action order of free men."
owned
he
tin la Beckwith of Greenwoo
the
gunsight
on
the mass meetings and public gath- through peaceful demonstrad,
A copy of the letter was sent
rifle left near Evers' home in ering be closed
Miss.
with a mo- tions, we likewise recognize to Dr. Martin Luther King,
The announcement of the Jackson, Miss., on the night ment of silence."
that the necessity for such head of the Southern. Chrisof the murder. His finger- ELOQUENT TESTIM
demonstrations impairs the tian Leadership Conference*
ONY
arrest of a white man rot the
print matched the one found
"We
further
suggest that image of the United States as and his associates Rev. Wyatt
murder exploded the. hones of
on the gun sight of the high- all public denfonstrations
in a world power, and that it is T. Walker of Birmingham,
some whites in Mississippi
powered rifle.
the
form
of
pickets
and appropriate that such neces- Ala.; Kelly Miller Smith,
that the trail might lead to
marches
An
be
ironic
prayerful
twist
ly
develope
sussity be eliminated by the use Nashville, Claude Walker
d
some disgruntled Negro, who
and
was dissatisfied over the con- in the case on Sunday, when pended in favor of the silent of more dfgnified means.
John Lewis.
former Memphians. They are Thompson
Stannv
Sanders,
former
proseShelby of Benoit, who h a pianist for the stant pressure the slain man cuting attorney for
LeFlore
BTU; and J. Robert Brady, elcetee director had been applying in the state County, wont to Jackson
to
et music. He filled a vacanty created by the for equality of all citizens.
confer with Beckwith, along
According to Greenwood with
death of Mrs. Lucy E. Campbell Williams
rreenwood City Atresidents, Beckwith was one
of Memphis, wl:o had heir; that position
torney Hardy Lott.
as the first persons in the
about a century. He had been an assistant
Attv. Sande-s was the prose(*.hector. At the right is Dr. James D. Cayce City to join the Citizens' Councutor in the Emmitt Till murof Pittsburgh, Pa., director.general of the cil and had contributed many
BTU Congress. (Photo by Ernest C. Withers, dollars of his own in an efSee CITIZENS, Page 2
Sr.) (See Story On Page 4).

Negro Lawyers' Association
Notifies Kennedy Of Seeking

White Citizen Council
Member Held On Charge
Of Medgar Evers' Death

A MEMPHIAN WAS ELECTED assistant
director of music for the National Sunday
School and Baptist Training Union Congress
during its 5gth annual session in Birmingham, Ala., June 17-23. She is Mrs. Bessie
McKenzie of Golden Leaf Baptist church in
Memphis, who is being congratulated by
Whitney Young, national, executive sccreutery of the Urban League, who was the
featured speaker on the Booker T. Washingtor Night at the session. At the left are two

An Open Letter To
Rev.James M.Barr

Why Did Ralph Bunche
Go To Evers' Funeral?

gation to our fellowmen, which
transcends our personal desires
or wishes? When you talk
about "right," you must have
reference to a "legal right."
There is always superceded by
"Christian Love." For at the
heart of the Christian Commit- ABOARD PLANE — Under- to his widow and to his now
June 21, 1963 to grips at that level. As ment is Divine Love, which is secretare of ,ire United Na- father
-less three children. He
e,,ir Mr. Barr:
Paul said to the church at Cor- forever seeking fulfillment. tions, Ralph Bunche, points was my
brother, racially end
My dear fellow clergyman, inth: "Come with me and I According • to Paul Tillich, out dramat '.ally
tie at- in the cause of Negro liberaI was disturbed with certain will show you a more excellent "Love is fulfilling action." tended the funeral of Medgar tion. He fought and died
for
Therefore, the Christian's pri- Wiley Ev rs. Bunche, who is me and mine, to
aspects of your letter this past way"
the end that
also
mary
motive
You
a
is
say
love.
member
Love
is
that
of
board
the
your
of I, my wife, my children and
church
week in the Press Scimitar
and the Commercial Appeal. has the "right" to select its central, and your rights are dit.-etors of tie NAACP, said: my grandchildren might live
condition
"I
ed
members
went
by
personal
I
your
would
to
Jackson
agree
thank
to
with
hope
in the couotrv of our birth and
I
that your letter was
cour,geous of our citizenship with
distorted or slanted by re- this to some extent. My major commitment and devotion to a dedicate,
the
porters who frequently slant question would be to ask upon God. Whenever this ceases, man who died for a cause as dignity befitting-men and with
articles to adhere to editorial what basis could your church you are no longer within the righteous as any cause c in be. the rights to which all are
enpolicies. If not, then, I want select its members? Certainly orbit of the Christian Faith. and who was a hero and a titled, free and unfettered
by
to take this opportunity to you would not base your de- Hence, there is separation, es- mortyr in th- true-, and the inquitelis bonds and stigwrite this letter to you as a cision on something as insig- trangement, and corroding sin, noblest sense. To me, the trip ma e! color and
race," said
"Christian Brother" and a fel- nificant, in the sight of God, which leads to spiritual death to J-ekson was thus a p !grim- Bunche.
low Minister of the Gospel. as color: nor would you use and annihilation. It is at that age."
"T Vu'lt te Jaekson to thank
At least I hope we are fellow the texture of a man's hair: moment we stand in need. of -Surchl wrote the words a
dedicatel and courageous
Ministers of the same Gospel his physical stature or social redemption.
aboard a plane en route from man who (Sed
for a cause as
Now, if you admit that the lackson
which was preached by Peter, status in society. According to
to
York
New
City,
righteous
al any cause can be,
James, John, Paul and for our Bible, which says: "Who- Christian is motivated by love, Saturday, June 15, imnediateand
who
was A hero and is
which Jesus died. However, soever will, let him come" than you must also admit that ly after Mr. Evers' fure.ral.
martyr in the truest and
from the looks of your letter, Does this not preclude trivial his rights are religious and
Followin
g
complete
is
the
noblest
sense.
we are not reading and teach- distinctions which are unim- not legal. They may be legal text:
"To me, the trip to Jackson
ing from the same Christian portant in one's religious com- at a higher level, but never
"I
went
lbss.,
to
to
Jackson,
in
the
was
thus a pilgrimage.
sense that is used by
Document. If you admit this, mitment to the "Christian
you in your letter. If this is attend the funeral se vice of "The
then I would say that you Community"?
mulder of Medgar EvMedgar
Evers
true,
beeauss
a
of
this
problem
becomes
a
ave a perfect right do say
ers was a foul and cowardly
Moreover, when you talk
feeling of n rsona/
"moral
ought."
hat you have said. On the about right, you say nothing
deed, and is a national disIt would seem to me that I went to join in the mourn- grace.
other hand, if we are using the about obligations. Don't we alHad :here been any conin
t
of
his
and
dearl
tragic
to
same Document we must come so have a corresponding obliSee LETTER, Page la
offer my personal condolences
Ste 'lb:CBE, Page 2

Two-year -old Claude M. King, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Percy Earl King of 367-E. Vance
Ave.. found out that officers can be friends
when Detectives Ben J. Whitney and Tom
Marshall, center, found him wandering
several blocks from his home last week.
The officers took him to the Goodwill
Homes near the Police Department and

outfitted him with new elathes and gave,
him the run of the station before his anxious mother reported him missing. Raymond Sexton, right, the store manager
looks on. Having been given celebrity
treatment. Claudie looks forward to another visit to the station.
1Mark Stansbury Photo)

•
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StorkStops Y-Teens Tour Chicago

Bunche
(Continued From Page 1)

!Korean Vet Now Top

11 m star In Japan

•

Justice Dept. c.
Halts Baseless
Prosecution Of 6

Fort y-f u or Y-Teen girls
Kungsholm's puppet opera science or sense of decency IF
ravelled from Memphis to has become a Chicago InstiI
hicago, Ill., on their Annual tution. The beautiful theatre among the white citizens of
they would have
Y-Teen Educational Tour. The is a copy of the Royal Opera Jackson
The Department of Justi,,,
young ladies were chaperoned House in Copenhagen. The flocked to the funeral servicei One of Japan's most popular out his mistake, he promptly
mov e "tough guys" is an gave Chico a screen test - last week brought suit to seby advisers Mrs. Mary Collier, grandeur of the Kungsholm for Medgar Evers as a
mild'American
Negro ex-GI named
eure an immediate halt to furMr. arid Mrs. Eddie Lee Miss Doyce Lee, Mrs. Bernice Opera is carried over into the expression of their shame overiArthur "Chico" Lourant - and a role in a Japanese "B" ther prosecution of six Negro
AT JOHN GASTON
Poindexter, 3121 Germantown McClellan, Mrs. Aline McQuire, restaurant. Specially woven the outrage for which they 1 "Chico-san" to Japanese fans movie called "Funky Jazz."
HOSPITAL:
voting registration workers arand Miss Barbara Neal, Di- blue and gold carpeting, hand- and Jackson must bear respon- _
rd.; boy, Fred Anthony.
After making the movie, eested June 9 on baseless
; June 15.
"who became an actor, most
Lee Taylor, rector of Teen-Age Program. some chandeliers, the regal ibility. They did not come. improbably,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Chico
went
back
to
Los
on the strength
charges outside the bus tenniMr. and Mrs. Eugene Atkins,
The girls stayed at the Harriet gaze of Gustav V of Sweden One must conclude that white!of
1180 Woodlawn, Apt. 5; girl,
a few hot licks on a trump- Angeles to work in his cousin's nal in Winona, Miss.
2276 Sanders; a boy.
McCormick YWCA while in and Frederik IX of Denmark Jackson of today has the morSophie Jean.
dry
cleaning
business
but
et
and
a
slight resemblance to
the "Windy City." The tour, from Handsome oil portraits
Attorney General Robert P.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Mr. and Mrs. Tillman Jones, lasting from June 9th through - all lend an air of elegance lity of the jungle.
U.S. actor Sidney Poitier," "dirty clothes could not com- Kennedy said a civil complaint
Johnson, 1399 Elliston; girl,
pete
with
the
Gin"The
question
glamour
on
in
the
minds
277 Burdock: boy Antoeia.
points
out
the
July
issue
of
June 13th offered a variety of Ito the former Hamilton Mcfiled in Oxford, Miss., assertElizabeth.
of everyone at the funeral ,Ebony in an article about the a, and he headed for Japan
Mr. and Mrs. John Herron,
arMr. and Mrs. Lawrenee 437-F. Foote Pk.; girl, Darcelle educational interests for the Cormick Mansion.
gain." There "to his surprise, ed that the purpose of the
service
was
the
question
raised
American
actor
in
Japan.
girls.
The Y-Teens who went on
conduct
Brown, 675 E. McLemore; boy, Denise.
"Dm!
he found himself in demand rests - for disorderly
by
Mrs.
Evers
herself:
the
tour were: Doretha HorDischarged from the Army
to
"A Chinatown and Chicago
Kennedi Antonio.
on the basis of the jazz opus." and resisting arrest - was
Medgar Evers die in vain?" in Japan in 1954
Jun* 20.
after Korean
By Night Tour" pointed out ton and Delois Dixon from asked Bunche.
discourage the six and other
June 16.
Since then, Chico has ap- Negro passengers from atcombat, Chico stayed in the
Mr. and Mrs. Lenard But- many distinctly different sec- Melrose; Annete Tabor, CorMr. and Mrs. Johnnie Tut- ler, 606 Williams; boy, Michael.
"The answer, I am sure, is Orient and in /960 was playing peared in a rapid succession' tempting to use the bus termitions of the cosmopolitan city: ry; Odella Griffin, Bernice
ton, 410 Leath; boy, Johnnie
of action movies and TV shows
nal facilities freely.
Mr. end Mrs. Lee Andrew Mex can, Bohemian,Spanish, Couch and Tommie Warner, that he did not. It is to be trumpet in a Tokyo night club
Jr.
eItaly and Lit- Porter; Ernestine Jackson and found in the determination when a well-known Japanese - everything from Samurai
Williams,Apt. 4;Japanese; Little
Boyd,
706
The prosecution of the sil(
FlemJimmie
Mrs.
Mr. and
and courage being demonstrat-knovie director mistook him movies (the Japanese equivaVenita
Washington,
Chinatown.
Oatesand
tie
Russia
girl, Betty Anne.
constitutes an unlawful and
ings, 1897 Keltner; girl, SharManor; Ernestine Brown, Glo- ed daily by the Negro citizens for Sidney Poitier, Ebony re- lent of U.S. westerns) to
unforgetable
sight
was
Also
an
unconstitutional interference
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Brooks,
on Denise.
beautiful
Buckingham ria Roberts and Vernet] Sauls- of Jackson and throughout the calls. When the director found gangster epics - rind has be- with interstate commerce and
Alma: girl, Zina Louise. the
come one of Japan's most popberry, Geeter; Ramelle Woods, State of Mississippi as else- -Mr. and Mrs. George Hicks, 871
Mc
the
famous
fountain,
and
--with Interstate Commerce
and Mrs. Alvin Gray,
ular actors, Ebony recounts.
Willie M. Newman and Elaine where in the country. It is to
'1482 Raven; girl, Debra Ann. Mr.
Cormick Convention Hall.
Commission regulations for3410 Emmonds dr.; boy, LorAnother complete city tour Taylor. Lincpin; Shirley Guy, be found in the awakening of
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Gray, ease Mathews.
bidding racial discrimination,
the National Administration
2984 Mt. Olive; girl, Gwen- Mr. and Mrs. Percy mien), featured the famous Loop, Mitchell.
Kennedy said.
matchless Lakefront Drive, Also. Lenoria Dans, Jacque- to the true dimension and the
dolyn Renice.
937-H McDowell; boy, Martez the Museum of Science and lyn
Named as defendants were
Warren and
Barbara moral level of this problem.
(Continued
Front
Page
I
GalloPercy
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Romera.
the City of Winona, located
Taft's "Foun- Brown, Carnes; Annie Adair, It is to be found also in the
Industry,
Lorado
(Continued
From
SamPage
1)
boy,
Hunter;
way, 2332
Mr. and Mrs. Beverly Mnrtre. tui
in Montgomery County, in
ta rl of Time," Chicago's Na- Helen Helton, Janet Patterson, fact that the overwhelming der trial.
uel Earl.
After J. W. Milan and Roy qualification.
811 Ida Pl.; girl, Daphne Gail.
north central Mississippi; MarHistory Museum, Adler Gwendolyn Lockett and Alder majority of the peoples and
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Stewart, Jett. 21.
Planetarium and Riverview Malone, Hamilton; Ella M. governments of the entire Bryant were acquitted of the (5) "That we will pray and tin C. Billingsley, its mayor:
Jr.
B.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie H. Mil- Park, the world's largest Walker, Rubystene Lawson, world are deeply in sympathy murder charge, a group of work for goodwill and better Thomas Herrod, its police
1674 Rayner; boy, L.
ler 1475 Oriole: boy. F.ric. amusement park.
Christine Boyd, Carolyn Mc- with the struggle being %sewed Negroes, which included the relations among all the peo- chief; and Earl W. Patridge,
June 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Powell, Mr. and Mrs. James Eaton, On Wednesday night, the Queen, Barbara Sharp, Dallas by the American Negro. The late Medgar Evers, appealed ples of the nation," stated the the county sheriff.
to Sanders to try for a con- resolution.
457 Walker boy. Gary,
The complaint asked th,
748 Wilson; a girl.
group was entertained at the Pegues, Patricia McClellan answer is firm and clear that
viction on a kidnap charge, THREE MEMPHIANS
United States District Court
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Mr. and Mrs. Unis Thomas, "Kungsholm Scandinavian Res- from Booker Washington; 011ie this struggle will be won.
ZyAmy
girl,
The declaration praised the for the Northern District of
Brown, 1080 Peach; girl, An- 1312 S. Main;
"It would be stunidity and since the men had already
taurant. Dinner was Smorgas- Jefferson, Sandra Chambers
and
lotes.
gela Denise.
bord Style with a variety of and Shirley Johnson from Ma- blindness beyond belief to the confessed to having taken Till late field secretary of the Mississippi for temporary
Mrs. Clarence Scandinavian and American nassas; Mary Robinson and reelities of this day if anyone. from the home of relatives. NAACP for the state of Mis- nermanent injunctions forbidMr. and Mrs. Charlie Willi- Mr. aed
Delois.
girl,
interto
sissippi as being "a patriotic ding the defendants
ford, 4293 Sewanee; girl, Cootaer, 794 Lucas;
Dishes, After dinner, they en- Ruthie Cunningham - Sr. In- in Jackson or elsewhere, would NO PROSECUTION
Mr. and Mrs. William E joyed the popular miniature ter-club Council: Ella Davis suonose that the Neer° today. Sanders assured the Negro American, an honored veteran fere in any way with Negroes'
Debra Jean.
girl,
Pearce;
L.
1097
Howard,
Mr. and Mrs. Burnest
grand opera in the Kung- and Shirley Thomas, from South or North, could be in- leaders that he would try for of World War II who believed use of bus terminal facilitie,
varle.
Rose, 418 S. Wellington; boy,
. sholm Theatre, adjoining the Carver: Doris Gentry, Patter- timidated by murders of Ne- a conviction, but when the in the American Way of life in Winona.
The suit also asked that theA
AT E. H. CRUMP HOSPITAL: restaurant. The performance son; and Annie Blackwell and gro leaders. The only possible matter was presented to the and was dedicated to the cause
Carl Wesley.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Jeee 7.
of the evening was "Pogy and Ethel M. Jones from Douglass result of such acts will be the Irrand jury, he did not have of freedom. He died as a mar- be required to dron any fur-'
High School.
Mosby, 1125 S. Lauderdale; Mr. and Mrs. Lafayette Bess," and American Folk.
intensification of Negro dem- the two white men prosecuted. tyr in the struggle for civil (her prosecution of the six Nertrow-, 2415 Cable; boy, Cedric
boy, Darryl Eric.
cnstrations and to induce vio- Even though the FBI has ar- rights, first-class citizenship groes arrested. The six were
•
rested Beckwith on the mur- and the full emancipation of convicted June II and subseMr. and Mrs. Preston W. Arnold.
lent Negro reaction.
the American Negro and in quently released on $100 anAdams, 702 Ayers; girl, Wanda see. e.
"The Negro of today can be der cherge. Negroes are not the defense of
freedom."
peal bond. Their appeals to
Gale.
too optimistic that the former
infuriated,
but
no
longer
can
ft
"SwNeMrMotiee;
and M"
girl,WPDeidre
Rae
The resolution pledged "to Mississippi Circuit Court would
June 18.
he be intimidated. This is the Marine will be convicted.
new trials.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy C. Street- rite.
lesson of Jackson and of When the FBI gathered in- underwrite the education qf require
Kennedy said filing of the
formation whieh revealed who his (Evers') three young chiler, 2129 Bennett; twin boys: tixr and li4N rred.Aie White.
Medear
Evers,"
concluded
had murdered Mack Charles dren or to pssist in this under- suit followed unsuccessful efWeldon Bryant and Wendell 1146 Saxon; girl, Lisa Yvette.
Bunche.
ta.rker neat- Poplarville. Miss.. taking if any other provisions forts by the Department to seJo.. II
Byron.
Mrs. Rayfield
Mr. and Mrs. James P.
Mr. and
the authorities there refused have already been made for cure voluntary action by WinLeMoyne
in
Two graduates of
a master of science degree
'
,nen Farrington; boy
ona officials.
to indict those responsible and them."
Plunkett, 1452 Valse;
college, Eugene Madison of mathematics at the University
Kevin Renay.
*heir names were never pub- Among the 90 board mem- The six Negroes, all from
Gloria Jean.
in
Will'qM W 355 Leath. and Floyd L. Weak- of Arizona with a major
bers are three Memphians: Mississirmi, included one man.
licized.
Mr. and Mrs. James Davis, me .^8
Jones, 1071 Stafford; boy, Wil- ley of Millington, have been mathematics and a minor in
2890 Valse; a girl.
I
Some exnect Beckwith will Rev. A. E. Campbell, pastor James West, and five women.
His
eventual
objecAnnell
granted Opportunity Fellow- ohysies.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Banks, ose, An#bnriy.
ibe declared insane by Mis- of Columbus Baptist Church, Mrs. Fannie Hamer,
858 LeMoyne Pk.; girl, Cas- Mr. and Mrs. John C. Taylor, ships by the John Hay Whit- tives are a Ph. D. degree and
l.easippi nhychiatrists, and be- Rev. Roy Love of Mt. Nebo Ponder, June Johnson, Roseand
ret
Eyvette.
teaching
sea carneron; girl,
ney Foundation to continue a career of
sandra Denise.
Mrs. Cora Alexander Black- lieve that he will eventually Baptist church; and Rev. C. mary Freeman, and Euvester
search.
M. Lee of Pilgrim Rest Bap- Simpson.
their educations.
Mr. and Mrs. Novell Cook Jur,. pi
mon and Mr. Oscar Smith en-lito free after
few months in
of
perJr.,
among
46
Whitfield,
Pnbert
Jones.
Marcus 14
tist church and W. T. Cruch- The six were in Winona
The two u'ere
1382 S. Cooper; girl, Diedre NT, and Mrs.
nounce their marriage on Fri- a mental institution.
granted
Puerto
Miss.,
was
Leroy.
states,
Tougaloo,
er.
From Arkansas are: Rev- June 9 on a brief rest stop
sons from 24
247 Rvtar; boy, Fredric
Ann.
day, June 21, in Memphis.
A CALIFORNIAN
Rico and Guam who received a fellowship to study for the Mrs. Smith is a teacher at Embarrassed that a resident erends C. B. Knox and F. T. during a bus trip from CharlesMr. and Mrs. Moses Sanmathematics
Theodore
year.
degree
in
Guy:
From Mississippi, Rev- ton, S. C., to Greenwood, Miss.
Ed. D.
the awards this
ders, 2387 Park; boy, Moses Mr. and Mrs.
Leath Elementary. She is a of Mississitmi hod been arrestMoore, 1408 Fairview; girl, The grants are made to at Oklahom, State university. member of the Cotillion, La- ed for the slaying, a Jackson, erends R. W. West, 0. J. Tur- Five of them entered the terJr.
ner, M. M. Morirs, E. W. Wal- minal restaurant, but were.
young men and women who Other students in the South Vogue and Una-Mis club.
Mr. and Mrs. Adolnh Bon- Dsisris
daily newsnaner headlined the
ordered out by Herrod.
net, 1299 Edith; boy, Don Car- Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Phil-Ishow exceptional promise and who won grants to study are The bride is anti-basileus of story, "Californian is Charged lace and F. W. Gambrel].
lin& Jr.. Y71 W. Burdock; hoY• who have been prevented by Miss Elects B. Twyman, At- the Omicron Sigma chapter of With wader of Evers"
nell
FTARTS SATURDAY
race, cultural background or lanta; Miss Maxine A. Thur- Sigma Gamma Rho sorority Beckwith was born in CaliMr. and Mrs. Mack D. War- Ronald Keith.
JUNE 29 13,
region of residence from fully ston, Fernandina Beach, Fla.; and an active member of 011- Millie but he had lived in
ren, 292 Bond; boy, Carl Ed1
5 RIG DAYS 5
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Win- developing their potentials. Kennell A. Jackson, Jr.. vet Baptist church.
ward.
Mississippi
since
infancy,
exMr. and Mrs. Henry J. fiplri. 27a Holland; boy, Derin Madison, a graduate of Le- Farmville, Va.; Emerson Lat- The groom is president of mot for the period of time he
Moyne and Michigan State timore, Marshall, Tex.. and the Hubs club and also a mem- spent overseas with the U. S.
Echols, 2690 Spottswood; girl, DeWavne.
sees, is,
university, plans to use his Daniel B. Mitchell, Walter- bar of the Olivet Baptist Marine Corps during World
Sharon Denise.
s'OANNE
RICHAR')
Murder
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Arm- Mr. and Mrs. John L. Arm- fellowship to complete the born. S. C.
church.
War II.
strong. 1850 Ferber; girl, Von- Ph. D. degree in mathematics Wieners in New York state
strong, 364 Laclede; a girl.
at the University of Illinois. are George Bass, James A.
Mr. and Mrs. James E. IvY, dra Oretta.
Changed
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hill, He has taught at Fisk uni- f4enee. James N. Clark. Adger
1216 Tunica; a girl.
The
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman 2966 Yale, Apt. 5; boy, Rodney versity and was a graduate W. Cowans, Miss Iris Crump,
Lives Of
, Elder III. Regieald W.
assistant in his department at Leer.
Rutherford, 1417 Cummings; Eric.
Illinois since beginning work Griffith, Clarence B. Jackson,
Millions/
Jun• 15.
boy, Carlton Eugene.
William M. Kelley, Jr., and
Mr. and Mrs. Effon Boyd, on his doctorate in 1960.
Jun• le.
Miss Juanita King.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Drum- 1444 Davis; girl, Kim Alesia. GOING TO ARIZONA
mond, 266 Bond, Apt. 8; boY, Mr arfd Mrs. Maior Jeffer- Weakley plans to study for
son, 1226 James; girl, StephanEmmitt Cartrell.
ONE STOP COMPLETES YOUR WANTS
ie Renee.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman JuFOR
A DAY OF ENJOYMENT FOR THE
boy,
Oklahoma;
beet. 227
(Continued From Page 11
Tonye.
fender that she often visited
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Waller,
the neighborhood, and when
280 E. Burdock; girl, Gwendolvn Felecia.
her husband entered the Tyler
Sen.
TROY, N.Y.-(UPI)home with a butcher knife,
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie WilKenneth B. Keating, R-N.Y., liams. 3634 Hawkins Mill rd.,
she ran to the home of Mrs.
said the Republican party can- Raleigh; girl. Barbara Lynn.
E. J. Washington.
GROVER C. BURSON
"He started down there
LINE and SINKER SHOP OPEN 24 HOURS
not take a neutral position in June 16
with the rifle," she said, "and
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Walters,
e the civil rights controversy, if
2222 EAST BROADWAY
Carey Walker was elected fired one shot into the house
RE 5-1197
1444 Ledger: boy, L. C. Jr.
it wishes to play a significant Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Cum- commander of American Legion next door."
'
annual
during
the
Post
27
NOT
THE
America.
LARGEST
- role in
JUST THE NICEST
According to witnesses, Rev.
mings. 1206 Elliston; boy, Carl
election June 18 at the head- Johnson ran back home when
Bertram.
quarters in Church Park aupolice arrived. After an offi.8WAP YOUR present used ear with Jun• 17.
ditorium on Beale st. Walker
"...Linton Chevrolet Co., "Memphis' Oldest
1LOUIS NYE'GYPSY ROSE LEE
cer entered his home, he fled
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Galles,
Burson,
Grover
C.
replaced
Civvrolet Dealer'"
3042 Mt. Olive; boy, Gregory who decline to run for the out the back and crouched
firsiosaarma VocRoBars
651i/ FEINER gl,111151845 ?btu'.8(il.SENKO
behind ar old model car with
Andrea.
ishuldholcas 0,46,-..scoPE
•
office after holding the posiFISHING POLES
itrtisotigiRDN87,PonNtheA"swei by STiNSI.76RPEtRI
on it.
license
tags
1961
tion 13 years. He also was first
coLOR b, DE LUXE Clx.xxx•ScOX,
Police
called
out
to
him
to
and second vice commander
WEDNEF DAY 9 P.M. "AMATEUR NIGHT ON BEALE"
surrender,
but
he
kept
firing
CHEVROLET CO
and chaplain.
COLLAPSIBLE FISH
tag Limit•
324.3832
LAmir
324.3871
Burson said that he is going at them with the automatic
rifle.
his
American
to spend most of
He was said to have answerLegion time working in VetFISHING LICENSE FOR THE
erans affairs, including widow ed the demand for surrender
Applbnoes
- Farn. pensions. He has been em- by telling police they would
TRIP or ANNUAL
t
55r sr
1ons
Tr otht fisrinipt
rdmoX:•
Equipment ployed at the USA Memphis have to come and get him.
Oldest Chevrolet Dealer." ,
General Depot as a driver 20 RIG CROWD
TERMS 8, BARGAINS
Before police began firing
years. He plans to retire at
the age of 62. He is 60 now. A at the minister. Mrs. Tyler
t
We buy, sell or Trade
said
they attempted to dismember of Centenary Methget
Anything What's Legal
11.21,00
CHEVROLET CO.
church, he has held sev- perse the huge crowd that had
odist
Lamar
324-3871
15 S. Cleveland • 278-0488
assembled at the house.
eral offices there.
It was not known which ofBurons was elected finance
USED
ficer fired the shot that killed
and service officer.
ICARS
.41
Other officers elected in- the preacher, although both
Al! of These Cars Have Been Checked
elude: Drayton Reis, second Lt. M. M. McCrary and Patrolvice commander; Ernest Crock- man J. M. Holt, who answered
& Serviced In Our Shop & Are Guaranteed
ett, first vice commander; Clif- the call, fired at him.
Aside from his wife, Rev.
ton
Satterfield, finance
adjutant; Melvin Foster, re- Johnson is survived by their
L. son, Charl<s Johnson, 16.
cording
adjutant; Joe
Funeral arrangements were
Thompson, chairman of the
executive committee; Rev. C. incomplete at press time. N. H.
L. Hooper, chaplain; Henry Owen and Son Ft.neral Home
Filcher, historian and Isaac is in charge of Ina] arrangeKing, sergeant-at.arms.
ments.
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2 LeMoyne Grads Win
whitney Fellowships

Leath Teacher
Becomes Bride

kie DA 1SY

MINNOWS
WEST MEMPHIS FISHMAN & PICNIC

Carey Walker
is Commander
Of Post No. 27

Warns GOP Against
Neutral Rights Stand

Minister

OCCASION

SPECIALS
35c and 50c
-BASKETS
$3.95

BANKRUPT &
LIQUIDATION CO.

rihtfempii.'

•

ORK

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK!

Dewey Motors Co.INC.

UNION

'FARMERS MARKET'
STORE NO. 1

aste thegreatness
fhistoric

2861 UMAR AVE.

24 HOURS PER DAY
'WE NEVER CLOSE'

OLD CM-

CROW

The
Story Of
A Girl
And
The Men
Who Led
Her To
become

NIC-NAC GROCERY

• UNION

;:r

STOP

WOODWARD1BEYMER
That
LcARoL
TREVOR] YNLEY

6.••••••• •••••••••
•••••••

SAVE 8f

a.7

each time you buy 2 half-galIons of

Clhe Si/eldest

Name in Pourbon
SI_I 5585 1111111/17 CO.. 9A151017, gr. MCKAY STRAIGHT 100101 WHISM7

*undtr
horn, delivikrod
milk

61

Olt 50 PRIM

r r,

STORE NO. 2
2261 SOUTH BELLEVUE

MIDWEST MILK

OPEN 6:A.M.

AT YOUR FOOD STORE

TILL MIDNIGHT

CART HOME SAVINGS!

Use Car Department

Cars You an Afford To Operate
$1.00 A Week For Gas

1962 V.W. - 1695.00 1957 V.W. - $995.00
Deluxe Sedan
One Owner Car
Like New
1959 V.W.• 1095.00
1961 V.W. - 1395.00
Real Nice
Extra Sharp
1960 V.W. - 1195.00 1962 V.W. - 1595.00
Fully Equipped
A Real Bargain
PICK UP SPECIALS
1955 FORD 1 2 TON P,U. 495.00
Extra Good Condition
1957 CHEV. 1 2 TON P.U. 895.00
Sharpest In Town
DEWEY
Used Car Department
410 Unlon
Phone 525-4611
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to evaluate techniques and
strategies."
Dr. Long is Race Relations
THE
NINTH CON- Board Sam made his big play
Secretary of the American
is
two
fabulous
gals.
It
Mfor
GRESSIONAL D E
Missionary Association DiviOCRATIC LEAGUE is at reported that when the waiter
sion of the United Church of
came to take their order, IronChrist's Board for Homeland
it again. Look for another aning-Board Sam did a quiet
Ministries. This division and
nouncement of an important exit because he discovered
the Council for Christian Sonew job.
that all he had was one silver I
cial Action of the same church
ONE PROMINENT LOCAL dollar.
have the responsibility for the
STANSBURY,
a
freel
MARK
REPUBLICAN, declined to acyearly Institute program
photographer,
who
I
lance
news
cept Vice President Lyndon
The Department of Racial
B. Johnson's invitation to at- is closely associated with the
and Cultural Relations of the
tend a one-day Conference in Tri State Defender, was a winNational Council of' ChurchSt. Louis, Wednesday because ner in the U.S. Camera Magaes of Christ in the U.S.A. and
— as he put it — he had no zine contest last week. StansFisk University also assist in
desire to be caught in a polit- bury won a Wittnauer barothe presentation of the Insmeter for his photo entitled
ical trick.
titute.
"James Meredith Meets the
, OF RECENT, things are
GOVERNMENT SPEAKERS
Stansbury's name will
t• very silent in the Sheriff Hinds Press."
The participants will hear
also appear among the list of
camp.
government officials discuss
the 1963 contest winners in
WE A R E WONDERING
the programs and problems of
what kind of house furniture the September Issue of U. S.
such
government
agencies
Camera. We congratulate Mark.
is in one of the homes in the
MEHARRY COMMENCEMENT
concerned with racial matters
Orchid Homes sub-division. CERTAIN MEMBERS of the
as the Civil Rights Division of
president of Flak university. Dr. Thurman
Dr. Harold D. West, president of Meharry
One of the dwellers there is Non - Partisan Registration
the Department of Justice, the
later delivered the baccalaureate sermon
Medical college, confers with Dr. Howard
saying relatives drove all the Committee who have always
U S., Commission on Civil
been
in
the
fore-front
of
the
110
graduates.
for
Meharry's
Boston
Chapel,
Thurman, &an of Marsh
way from Los Angeles, Cal.,
Rights, the President's Comannual
registration
campaignUniretaity, and Dr. Stephen J. Wright,
just to see her furniture. We
mittee on Equal Employment
would like to take a tour "of ing is missing this year, dur,irportunity, the Federal Housneace
war.
a•
!wa'
a
ing
the
weekly
meetings.
that fabulous pad." We undermg Administration and the
He said that Africa's must
Somebody new to the civil
stand it is "way out."
l'ublic Housing AdministraI inn- • nt surt•il earth- tuition
rights and political arena here
WE UNDERSTAND that
Nol-federal aeencies repto the world has been heightis manning the chair this year.
Tax Assessor George LaManresented are the Department
ened awareness of the dignity
na has put on one of the bigof Labor of the Commonwealth
Of man. Africa's rightful insisgest increases ($66 million) in
of Puerto Rico and the Pentence on personal and national
the history of the tax assesnsylvania Commission on Hudignity and equality has had
sor's office. This is one of the
man Relations.
profound effects beyond the
main reasons why the county
Other Institute sessions feaNASHVILLE — "Illumina- na 1,e it. and it i, written that continent's borders. "Certaintax rate of $2.21 will stay the
MARGARET FREEMAN
JOSEPH GRAY, M. D.
ture speakers from private ortion and undei St 'ndine are the man does not live by bread ly there is a r.lationshio besame thru 1965.
ganizations working to proaween the rise of new African
of basic healing, and lt:me"
IF HISTORY REPEATS ITmote better human relations
this He emphasized that gradu- 'nations and the renewed vigor
outside
acts
anyone
who
SELF patrons of night-spots
and equal opportunities for all
logic or who violates the body, ates had a responsibility of ad- avian which Negro Americans
will really go to the dogs —
citizens. These include
Thirteen Fayette County 4deep, are demanding their just rights
that is, Dog Racing now in H Club members attended the tempts God to destroy him." ministering to the
the NAACP, the Catholic Inens." he said.
Dr. Howard Thurman, dean searching needs of men's spir- as eiti,
West Memphis.
terraical Council, the American
annual 4-H Conservation camp
has
Africa
impact
that
"The
physicareers
as
chapel, Boston Univer- it in their
Jewish Committee, the SouthTHE ROARING 20's CLUB at T. 0. Fuller Park here in of the
nn
p•Ir
socirt
,
(Oily One n'
dentists.
and
Medciaes
delivering Meharry
ern Regional Council, the
was really roaring the other Memphis last week. Of the sity,
Williams, speaking to the 71 the many effects Africa will
h'i
Colleee's
Southern Christian Leadership
night when a certain local group, two Fayette 4-H'ers ice)
Saaia
man
_
'`Ves
as we
-ni•-•
Tw
a
Mernphians
intern
were
ed
to
at
the
,
D.
110
's.
29
D.
the
told
sermon,
Council and the Anti-Defamadamsel made her unannounced were elected as "outstanding reate must
ical technologists, and four move toward the 21 century. amone the 110 persons who lea hns'ilal at Saete Monks, tion League of B'nai B'rith.
gradiis ea:
singing debut. She brought Campers" of the week. The
'n
een- received degrees and eertifi- Ca •
" will be
find a way of ful- dental hygienists, said: "roday
We
down the house with laughter. boy was Calcolm Gray, the
To ics include the current
knowl-,eration to build and expand cates from Meharrv medical mr.LnosE GRAD
filling the dimensions of outayou carry with you the
IS IT TRUE that Ironing- girl, Betty Jean Hamer
Freeman is a graduate status of school desegregation
efforts of tr- q.n- college during its 88th Cominaial
ithe
with
provi-lerisza
Your
concera
that
Mrs.
personality and make
north as well as south, the
toward establishing mencetrient exercises recently. of Melrose High school in
s,ons for Or spirit SO that the Il fredom and security of men eration
religious dimensions of racial
frearlam and scdeter-Ifull
aigeity.
lqrgel,,
will
e‘TF`rywhere
emohis.
of
They were Jospeh William
I bias, prejudices and slant
issues, the historical backof all men."
The featured speakers at this ground of the U. S. race relaGray. III. son of Mr. and Mrs
our lives will b. on the thinaamine whether future historians curity
deep,
year's
graduation exercises tions, race and housing, voter
Joseph W. Gray, Jr., of 1375
that administer to the
'seed
the
Douglass Parkway, who re- were Dr. Howard Thurman, registration in the South, emhonor
'Dean
of
the Chapel of Boston ployment problems of minority
that
ceived
his
M.
D.
degree,
and
on things'r,0"andains
and
Sr41".""
Mrs. Margaret Brown Free- University, and the Honor- groups, and the international
feel the side of life that reman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. able G. Mennen Williems, As- implications of domestic ramains."
KITCHENS & DENS SPECIALTY
Garnett Brown, sr., of 352 Es- sistant Secretary of State for cad conflict.
'CABINETS & APPLIANCES
H,r,,e-b'a r. M.tman ',VP
sex, who earned a diploma in African Affairs.
• BEDROOMS & BATHS
The problems and prospects
Items, assistant secretary of
• CARPORTS & PORCHES
var- cmith. Jr.. Dr. and Mrs. dental hygeme.
Other Tennesseans in the of American Indians and
a'ata, far African Affairs. de-I Members of the Pan-Tennes• STORM DOORS & WINDOWS
Venson, Dr. and Mrs. Dr. Gray is a graduate of class were Ramon S. Harris, Puerto Ricans will also be
R.
Q.
Inc
Association,
sea
al
commencement,
H',,
the
exlivered
• ALUMINUM SIDING & GUTTERS
Joraan, Dr. and Mrs. Booker T. Washington High Alan B. Hester, Joseph R. Phil- amined. rounding out the study
'ROOFING & INSUL•SIDING
aarlres, He told the graaii- were entertained at a cocktail T"
Jr., Mrs. school and St. Augustine col- lips, Sr., Wilbur Williams, Jr., of U.S. minority problems.
Watson,
"Ike"
• PATIOS & DRIVEWAYS
opporof
range
ates that the
party and buffet dinner at the,r A.
'FLOOR COVERING & TILE
ithwaite. Mrs. A. W. lege in Raleigh, N. C., where Ruth Audrey Anderson, Edwin There will also be a discusFACTORY TRAINED
tunities available to them are Top Hat and Tails Clubhouse Hattie Bri
Jefferson, Dr. and Mrs. Charles he received his bachelor of H. Cooke, Gwendolyn P. E. sion of anti-Semitism in the
DESIGNER & PLANNERS
range
the
than
far broader
on S. Parkway East, last
and Mrs. E. science degree. He is schedul- Mason
FREE ESTIMATES
U. S. today.
that WAS available to their Wednesday. Host of the affair Pinkston. Dr.
attending
------•
parent s. "But it is still too was the Shelby County Dental Frank White. Also
ediStokes,
narrow." Williams empha- Society of which Dr. Charles was Thaddeus T.
tor of the Tri-State Defender.
Open 9s17 9•S
Plume Oar Showroom
sized, "and must be widened Pinkston is president.
JAYCEE FISHING RODEO
Chairmen of the affairs
until 'opportunity is unconsignalled
affair
The social
cerned with the color of men's the end of the 30th annual were Doctors E. Frank White,
• FINANCE ARRANGED
APPLICATION
skin.'"
conference which was held at B. B. Martin and A A Carter
'BONDED-INSURED
CHbe
dental
college
of
MORE THAN BREAD
the
Age
Name
Dr. Thurman's sermon hae versity of Tennessee June 18dual themes: "The time and 20.
place of man's life is the time
School Attended
Among guests mom Nashand place of his body, but the ville were: Dr. and Mrs.
1624 UNION
significance of his life is ae Singleton, Dr. and Mrs. W. E.lOn
PARENT'S Name
far-reaching, broad, profound Lew'q Mt,
'Ada Jordan Dr
and eternal as he, with all his and Mrs. W. H. Watson. From
Address
passionate behavior, is able to Brownsville, Dr
and M?
City
Street
State
— Ernest Carter: from Jackson, A notional representative
H-. pn-i Mrs. W. H. aacK,ssick. from the Congress on Racial
Mrs. Willie Lon Fogelman; Equality was in Memphis early
Telephone
from Yahnson fairy. Dr. and in the spring to recruit and
Mrs. Eugene Kilgore; from,train members in direct non- I
Parents' Signature
fahattammea. Dr. and Mrs.!viol^n' tact'cs eceordinit to
Luke Jackson, Dr. and Mrs. 0. C. Evers, president of the '
Y. 0 Young: from Kaexville , Memphis branch.
Consenting For Child To Entry Fishing Rodeo
Dr. P. M. Alexander and Dr. -"Our immediate project was ,
S. A. Curren.
the gathering of clothes and ,
All School students between 6 and 16 years of age are eligible to/enter.
Among members of the food for the politically and
Mail to TRI-STATE DEFENDER OFFICE C/o of Fishing Rodeo, 236 S.
alla,(anent., Dental Society economically depresred people
Wellington St., Memphis 5, Tenn., not later than July 10th.
and their wives attending of Mississippi," he said, "and
these have been delivered at
Were:
Dr. A. B. Carter, Dr. and Cleveland, Miss."
IIII
Aare r”ederick laivers Dr. (1
Evers said that the local IFS
Mrs. Theron Northcross, Dr. CORE branch has endorsed
C. W west Dr. W S. var- the recent ultimatum deliverbroueh, Dr. Cooper E. Taylor, ed to the NAACP regarding
P Martin Dr. arat mrs. the desegregation of certain 111
W. H Young, Dr. and Mrs. institutions.
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NASHVILLE — Over 140 Ilems. Throughout its 20 years
workers in the field of race of existence, it has provided
relations from more than 30 training for local leaders in
states are meeting here from intergroup relations. Many
June 24 to July 6 for the 20th past participants are now inAnnual Race Relations Insti- volved in promoting peaceful
tute, at Fisk university, and and equitable resolutions to
represent public and private the current racial crisis in
agencies, ranging from state their own communities.
Dr. Herman H. Long direcand municipal antidiscriniination commissions to church tor of the Institute, states that
groups, And other community its basic purpose is "to assess
organizations working for in- the status of current developterracial harmony.
ments, provide authoritative
The Institute, sponsorea by information on the psycholoethe United Church of Christ, ical, sociological, political, ecois the nation's oldest forum for nomic and religious aspects
the discussion of racial prob- of intergroup problems, and

Our Nation has come a long way since 1776. We've made progress
because we've found and used ways to make improvements.
And one of our forces for improvement is electricity.
We use electricity to lighten household tasks • . . for comfort and
convenience. In business, in the factory, and on the farm, we use it for
greater production at lower costs. Just about anything you can name
'depends on electricity.
That's why it's fitting to mention the low-cost electricity we have
here at our disposal.
Ws a vital force for production ... for progress ... for better living.

Powers Progress---..-_„____

1957 Chev., Bel Air,
R.H., Auto V8 $895.00
1960 Star Liner, Auto
V8, N. Tires $1195.00
1959 Chev., 4-dr., H.T.,
Factory air condition
$1295.00
1962 Golaxie Ford,
Equip. Fully $1695.00
1962 Chev., Cony, Like
new, 14,000 miles
$2295.00

You Can Afford A Mercury!
And
1959 Grilaxie Ford, Fully equip.

36 Mos.
As

$1295.00

1957 Ford, 4-dr., H.T.

Low As

CASII OR TRADE

$695.00

DOWN
(With Approved Credit

1962 Falc3n

Wagon,

R.H., W.W.7 , Chrome
park

MERCURY COMET
2 Dr. Sedan
Includes title and finance
charges at bank rates.

NO MONTHLY PAYMENTS 'TIL AUGUST
DEALER"
ONLY A'T YOUR "SUBURBAN MERCURY

$1695.00 11111

SOUILLING

WE DO OUR OWN FINANCED

PARKWAY MOTORS :

S.t 1, 1

the short wedding dress was
of white chiffon. Her shoulder
length veil of English illusion
fell from a bridal headiness
of alternating Dior bows.
Other out-of-towners were
WASHINGTON — "If rector of the Office of Price
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Weems
of Morrilton, Ark.; Mrs. Wil- you sell to another Negro Stabilazation, said he is conlena 0. Williams of Chicago: in Chevy Chase, we'll run vinced that he is being made
the target of a "deliberate
Mrs. Sudene Wilbanks of you out of business."
campaign by a few real estate
Washington, D.C., the groom's
This threatening remark,
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up. He came here a small per- plause of the crowd even if it
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Mrs. Rodger Johnson, and
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Miss Collins, member of a Mrs. Helen Mosely, all of
down with them. Thrse are I wonder what will happen pioneer Memphis family, was
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the Tom Thumbs of our day. within the mind of that person married earlier the same day
These are the people who nev- who would stoop so low as to at the home of her parents at The smart recept v n WAS
further enhanced by a beautier grow up.
do some of the things we see 979 Clack Place, in a double
The idea of doing snmething and hear happening day by ring ceremony to Milton La- ful bride's table. overlaid with
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Fashionette And
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St. John Rantist

SEE RIPCORD

WMCT Channel 5
9 P.M.
Wednesday Nights

Shnt-Ins lkyrored

The whole family will enjoy RIPCORD,
exciting skydiving adventure series
brought to you by your BIG STAR

Women s Day At
Creenwo3d CME
Sunday.June 30

STORES. Dqn't miss a single
fascinating episode of RIPCORD.

Teacher SnPaks
For Youth Day

SEE YOUR FRIENDS AT THE FAIRGROUNDS
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Coupon worth
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Haim POR CATALOG
Terms to null sour ehurrh hudret

WRITE REV. D. PARKS
ON ALL PROBLEMS

HUNTINGTON SEATING
COMPANY

Push as health love affairs, money
bleasIng. A blase prayer gift for all
259 West 38th Place. Chicago 9, III.
KEnwood 8-3872 — Rev D. Parka

1102 Vernon St.
Huntington. H. te.

GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
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I Memphian Attends
Chi Eta Phi
Boule In N.C.
The Memphis chapter is being represented at the 18th
annual boule of Chi Eta Phi
sorority, Inc., which is meeting in Durham, N. C. June 2530.
The sorority is composed of
more than 500 professional
nurses throughout this country. The national president is
Mr. Fostine Reddick of Norfolk, Va.
Theme of the convention is
"Professional Nurses on Guard
In The Space Age." The discussion will center around
"problems facing not only
nurses, but the people at large
ip the United States."
The Memphis chapter is
being represented by Miss
Jessie Venson, R. N., basileus.
Miss Venson is a graduate of
LeMoyne college and Meharry School of Nursing. She is
an instructor at E. H. Crump
Hospital School of Nursing.

CROWNED KING AND QUEEN
Crowned King and Queen of the Column's Baptist
Church's kindergarten, 324 Decatur at., were James Carson
and Shelia L. Smith. The crowns were placed on their
heads by Mrs. Addle Love during graduating exercises
at the kindergarten recently. The King is the son of Mrs.
James Carson, Jr., 298-A Dixie Mall. The Queen is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Smith, 82 Angels at.
Certificates were awarded to the Pupil by Miss Rosie L.
Shelton Mrs. Louise Wright was misteress of ceremony.
Mrs. A. B. Robinson was the Instructor and Mrs. Earnestine
Henderson presented the class for graduation.—Photo
by B. T. MeChristen.)

Calling Members I
Of BTW 946 Class

MISS PHILLIPS RETIRES

Member of the 1946 class of
?,list, A. R. Phillips received a plaque presented by Klondike
Booker T. Washington high
School from Miss A. F. Jones, principal, at the banquet
school are being sought by the
which marked her retirement after 32 years of service at
MISS P. A. JOHNSON
'46 Club which was organizKlondike School. The banquet was given by the members
ed several years ago by a
of the faculty of the school at The Flame ('Iub, 388 Outer
few members of the 1946 class.
Parkway.—iMeChriston Photo)
The call was sent out by the
club's repocter, Mrs. Flenoid
Aldridge this week.
During a recent meeting of
the club at the home of Mrs.
Londie Moore Brown, five
[ Rev. and Mrs. James True
namos of recent BTW gradthe giants are Barnett, Wal- uates were discussed as a pos;hart of 1257 Smith ave., anHaving taught 37 years, 32 church and other civic ano
iace, the White Citizens Coun- sible recipient of a scholarship lof which were at Klondike community affairs in which
nounce the engagement and
from the club.
the forthcoming Marriage of
cil and the Klu Klux Klan, the
Dear Editor:
School, Miss A. B. Phillips was she is associated.
IDiscu.ssing the merits
honored by her faculty co[their daughter, Miss Patricia
In the days of ancient Israel, latter consisting of the scum
'scholarship was James King. workers at a banquet held at
Ann Johnson to Carl Rush,
the people were confronted of the earth.
The Oakwood Convalescent
club supervisor.
The Flame Club, 388 Outer
son of Mrs. Eva Thomas of
with a mighty giant in th. Anytime a people will take
Center at 1328 Mississippi blvd. 351 Ayers and Joe Bush of
After the business session Parkway, recently.
person of Goliath. They could the "old rugged Cross" and the '46 was entertained by the
was notified last week that Chicago.
It was a gay, yet sad, ocnot find a man to face, thisltourn it to spread hate, fear Jacequline Kennedy c 1 u b, casion, and Miss Philips re- WW1
it has been accredited by the
The wedding will take place
giant, and they were afraid. and prejudice. they are the which is sponsored by Mrs. ceived many gifts and was acAmerican Hospital Association in St. Anthony Roman CathAldridge.
RICHMOND,
Va.
—
One
But a little shepherd boy vol- lowest of all humans.
with offices in Chicago.
olic church on Saturday, June
claimed by her friends and
During the entertainment a fellow-teachers.
hundred and ten students The center,
unteeredf
to ace h i m and came
with 30 beds, 29, at 11 a. m. with Father
We need a champion to face "June Fashionette was preout victorious.
Scores of former pupils in were named to the Dean's List was opened only last Jan. 10, James Murphy officiating.
these giants, and that cham- sened.
the Klondike area and at Virginia Union University and is equipped with the latThe Negro in the South is in
The lyide-elect is a gradpion is the church. While on
Among
members
modeling
throughout the city remember for the semester ending in est in hospital furnishings and uate of Manassas High school
the same situation today, but
the subject of church here is a were: Miss Carol Aldridge, the veteran teacher and are
and is a student at Lincoln
June. The list included 48 supplies.
question for the pray-inners: Miss Rayett a Long, Karen grateful for her guiding light
Richmonders was officially re- In a letter to the directors,!university in Jefferson City,
Why go to the white church to Chandler, Faye Joy, Johnnie [ in their lives.
leased by Dr. Robert E. Wil- Maurice J. Norby, secretary of Mo.
CHEVROLET
pray when you can get better Cox, Jacqueline Lee. Loyee . In her tenure of service at liams,
Dean of the College. to- AHA stated that the eligiblity
Mr. Bush is a graduate of
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.estilts in your own church? If Wendolyn Corley.
30 to select from. Impalas. Bel Alm.
Klondike School she saw the day.
of the institution for registra- Father Bertrand High school
Super Sports. Some .1th air cond. a church refuses anyone the
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grow from a small
This Is the time of the year we start
Dean Williams, also an- tion in the Guide Issue of Hos- and attended Tennessee A&I
selling our demonstrator.. Come early privilege of worship, it is just
of 12 teachers to a modern nounced that Eva A. Crewe
of pitals, Journal of American State university in Nashville.
while there's a good selection.
a church in name.
structure
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facand
teacher
a
Memphis
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Charles City, Va., outranked Hospital Association, was ac- He is presently a student at
Alfred G. Williams
ulty.
all students on the list with a cepted by a vote of its board, City, College of New York.
173 S. Parkway east
Reared in Memphis, she at- straight "A" average for the and that an announcement of The couple plans to make
Th. annual Tennessee Boo- tended LeMoyne
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Spring Semester. She is the the action will appear in a their home in New York.
Memph
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Patricia Johnson Will
Oakwood Center Be Married Saturday

Vondike Teacher Retires
After Teaching 31 Years
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Woman's Retreat
At Owen July 7-8
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Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

All women workers in the
church are invited to attend. tiers." Topics for discussion
The theme for this year is, in the Adult Division are "The
'Advancing to New Fron- Need" and "The Challenge."
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WHERE PRICES ARE ALWAYS RIGHT
ESCUE'S
LITTLE SUPER MARKET
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PICNICS HICKORY SMOKED EACH $1.95
1st CUTS, Lb.

OPEN 7 A.M., CLOSE 9 P.M.
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•

Prices Good
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Fast
Free
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Delivery
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Long Distance Calls
for Fastest Service at the Lowest Rates
Complete dialing information
and a list of Area Codes may
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telephone directory.
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enclose 25c entry fee.
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'CITY _
AFRO-AMERICAN
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The Truth About Voodoo
The recent rash of news stories
about Haiti, inspired by the Negro
republic's troubles with its neighbor, the Dominican Republic, brought
forth in many of the nation's newspapers a splurge of highly-imaginative yarns woven around the word,
"voodoo." When Haiti's President
Francois Duvalier sought to fortify.
the border with the Dominicans, the
news stories referred to a "Voodoo
Curtain" and there were lurid accounts of how the Duvalier practiced
voodoo in the Presidential Palace itself. Newspaper headline writers,
who are often to be excused their
excesses, as they search desperately
for exciting words to help peddle
papers, went on a binge in virtually
substituting the word "voodoo" for
Haitian.
Unknowingly perhaps, they were
slandering what amounts to a legitimate religion. While we as a Christian people do not accept Moslem,
Buddhist, Hindu or even Jewish be-

liefs, we have learned over the years
to have respect for the religions of
others. Why not the same for voodoo,
which is in actuality derived from
African religion and based on the belief in One Supreme Being?
For a quite obvious reason, sometimes bluntly called racial prejudice,
African religions have for a century
been subjected to ridicule, derision
and often sheer elimination by bloodshed. On the other hand a variety
of religions practiced by Asians as
well is indigenous peoples around the
world have been given at least a
semblance of tolerance due them. We
hold no brief in particular for African religions, or the Haitian religion
of voodoo, but we feel that the usual
headline-hunting approach of newsmen to these religions are more often
than not a result of ingrained racism.
The news stories out of Haiti in
the recent crisis reeked with all the
common garden 1 ariety af racist stereotypes,

Congratulations To The News
It is not often that one newspaper
has occasion to laud the efforts of
another in the same city. And certainly it is a rare occasion when a
Negi o newspaper finds laudatory the
editorial efforts of the downtown
metropolitan press. More often than
not, we are apt to toss brickbats.
However, we have nothing but
bouquets for the excellent series of
articles on slumlords which have
been featured in the Chicago Daily
News, which worked in cooperation
with WBBM-TV in its investigation.
The high professional standards and
thorough-going research which was
done by the team of newsmen in uncovering "the lower depths" of slum
life has cast a brilliant spotlight on
a housing situation too often forgot-

ten by higher-income Chicagoans,
who just take the slums for granted.
Unfortunately, the object lesson
of the series—that slums and segregation go hand in hand—was not
emphasized as it could have been in
the Daily News series. Tracking
down the slumlords who profit on
human misery is very much in order,
but so is the corollary—passing laws
that would eliminate housing segregation and eliminate the temptation
to greed, to which the slumlords have
succumbed.
Now that the News has done such
an excellent job on the slums, would
that its editorial pundits would follow suit by full endorsement and an
all-out campaign for open occupancy
laws which would make slum hovels
an unprofitable business.

NOTWITHSTANDING
Thaddeus T. Stokes
I witnessed the eye of a storm last
Saturday (June 15). Unlike the eye of
a hurricane, which is supposedly, very
calm and harmless, the eye or center
of this storm was seething with physical, and psychological danger.
Like the great sweep of dense
black clouds, the howl of the on rushing wind, proceeding the devastating
,twist of a hurricane, I watched calm'ly ,and helplessly as I saw the dark.
deep-seated bellows of human emotions emerged stealthily from the
souls of young Freedom Demonstators, who only minutes previously
had participated in the solemn threemile long Mourners' March in reverended respect to their single-rifleshoot felled hero, Medgar Wiley
Evers.
Untrue is the report that two white
men organized and led the marcherQ on the demonstration. The march
was no more organized and led than
a hurricane. The young demonstrators became infected with the tension of human emotions which were
highly contazious and deadly as they
stood in front of the Collins funeral
home on F'arish Street in Jackson.
Miss., singing — at first in well
guarded, hushed voices:
WE SHALL OVERCOME
"We shall overcome. We shall
Overcome, We Shall Overcome Someday.
"Deep In My Heart I Do Believe.
We Shall Overcome.
"We'll Walk Hand In Hand.
"The Truth Will Make Us Free ..."
Suddenly the Marchers' started
moving toward the downtown area.
The march started withotit a leader.
without a speech, without an order.
It was spontaneous. It was ignited by
the eruption of the welled-up feelings of a people who have known—
too long of human bondage in their
native homeland.
With clapping of hands, a frenzy
dance and the chorusing louder and
louder "It is Freedom We Want,"
they marched on for several city
blocks until stopped by a human barricade of police who stood shoulder to
shoulder with their night-sticks posed
and two riot-gun trained.
When stopped by the police
barI.

ricade at Farish and Capitol St., the
Freedom Marchers clapped their
hands, danced in the street, turned
their backs to the police and chanted "shoot, shoot." "We might as well
be dead if we don't get freedom."
SOME INNOCENT BY-STANDERS
Police stood-by for orders. Quickly
the orders were given. They moved
suddenly and swiftly with sticks,
guns, police dogs while fire-hoses
stood readied, but unused. Echoing
in the background was the smashing
of thrown bottles, bricks and other
items.
Most of the marchers, offering no
resistance, were brutally beatened before thrown into improvised "paddywagons" garbage trucks. Among
those beaten was a photographer Ernest C. Withers, Sr., who was there
to cover the Medgar Evers funeral
for this newspaper.
I walked calmly out of the human
storm without physical hurt or harm.
However, I did not escape unscratched psychologically. I shall always remember my presence in the
eye of the storm, which enveloped the
Marchers as well as some innocent
bystanders.
The slaying of Medgar Evers, the
beating, arresting and jailing of the
marchers, will not avert the eruption of storms which have swept
across our country.
CITIZENSHIP FOR ALL
It is time for governors, mayors.
law enforcing officers, clergymen,
political and community leaders to
urge for a respite from the turmoil
of racial strife. It is time for proponents of democracy to come to the
cvnference table to help solve our
racial difference in light of those
rights guaranteed to all American
citizens — The south cannot longer
afford the luxury of saying "no" to
proposed changes in the white-black
relations. The north must stop pointing an accusing finger at the south
as long as her own dirty lining is
showing.
This is a new day for race relations. Old methods and customs must
give away to new techniques for
finding solutions to our race strife,
and first class citizenship for all.

JACKIE ROBINSON

Rates JFK Speech As Most
Forthright Of Any President
AS AN AMERICAN citizen, I am
deeply proud of our President. In my
opinion, the address which Mr. Kennedy
made to the American people on the color
question is one of the finest declarations
ever issued in the cause of human rights.
As consistent readers of this column
know, I have been highly critical of this
Administration and its handling of the
civil rights issue.

The President, in this message, did
eloquently what many of us felt he ought
to do for some time. He addressed himself
to the "moral issues involved in the denial
of rights to every human."

I must state now that I believe the
President has come through with statesmanship, with courage, with wisdom and
absolute sincerity.

HE EXPRESSED his concern for the
kind of image we presen.t on the international scene. He added how much more
important it is to stop and realize what
we are saying to each, through our conduct and treatment of fellow humans.

Speaking as one person, I can honestly
say that Mr. Kennedy has now done everything I hoped he would.

Expressed Gratitude
I EXPRESSED that sentiment in a
telegram which I sent to The White House
—a telegram in which I said to Mr. Kennedy:
"Thank you for emerging as the most
forthright President we have ever had and
for providing us with the inspired leadership that we so desperately needed. I am
more proud than, ever of my American
heritage."
This column believes that Mr. Kennedy's message to the nation is a document which every American ought to
study thoughtfully.
I liked the way he called upon each of
us to "examine his conscience." I liked the
way he pointed out that racial injustice is
contrary to the principles upon which
America was founded and observed that
"the rights of every man are diminished
when the rights of one man are threatened."

The moral issue involved, Mr. Kennedy
stated, "is as old as the Scriptures and as
clear as the American Constitution."

Concern For Our Image

"Are we saying," the President asked.
"that this is the land of the free except
for the Negroes; that we have no secondclass citizens except Negroes; that we have
no class system or caste system, no ghettos, no master race, except with respect to
Negroes?
"Now the time has come," Mr. Kennedy continued, "for the nation to fulfill
its promise."
Well, President Kennedy has fulfilled
his promise. He was not only speaking,
however. He had acted that same day,
throwing the weight of the government
behind the two Negro students whom
Governor Wallace attempted to ban from
Alabama State University.
He pledged even more significant action through proposal of sweeping civil
rights reforms to Congress.
Mr. Kennedy's address was not the
speech of a politician. It was the pronouncement of a statesman. Yet, I agree
with my wife, who said to me: "Tonight,
Mr. Kennedy was re-elected."

DRAW-IN
The 1960's have brought on a lot of new
terms in the language . . . terms such as
Sit-in, kneel-in, walk-in, and the like. Sc.
it might not be amiss to add another. This
one will be "draw-in."
The ."draw-in" should be suggested to
Negro leaders as a technique to suggest to
their followers at this time. A "draw-in"
would be a curtailment of the dramatic
technique of the mass demonstrations
which Negroes all over are beginning to
use. The draw-in is suggested for the mass
demonstrations at just this time for what
seems a pretty solid reason.
A great debate is rising in the United
States Congress over President John Kennedy's proposed civil rights legislation. It
promises to be a knock-down, drag-out
battle between the opposing forces of liberalism and conservatism ... between those
who think the Negro has progressed far
enough in a white man's country and
those who think he has not made adequate
progress in a land of freedom for all men.
NORTH AND SOUTH
The debate is not just a struggle between the North and the South ... although Southerners will be screaming the
loudest and making the most vicious
sounds. But the real issue is between those
Americans who believe in a government
of law as framed by the U. S. Constitution, and those Americans who would
rather change or destroy this nation rather than see the pronouncements of our great
state papers like the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, and the like
literally applied to all Americans, regardless of race, color, or creed. This debate is
simply the second major phase of the Civil
War. Here's hoping it can be confined to
words.
President Kennedy has laid his political future on the line. He has done it,
not so much because he loves the Negro
. . . not so much because he's seeking Negro votes for re-election (that's an understandable factor) . . . but he has taken his
position apparently because the revolutionary demands of the times . . . as indicated by Mass demonstrations . . . demand
that he do it.
That, in fact, seems to have been the
main aim of the mass demon-technique
. . . to call dramatic attention to a serious situation . . . and get some action
started to remedy it. At least that should
be the main aim of mass demonstrations
. . to get some action started for correcting the causes of mass demonstrations.
UNDER THE LAW
Well, some action has been started in
the right place in the United States relative to the race problem. The Executive
branch of the government, represented by
President Kennedy has taken an apparently determined position in favor of right
solutions. The judician department of the
government, thru the Supreme Court and
other federal courts, has so far and recently taken a firm position favor of justice under the law for the Negro.
• It now remains for the legislative arm
of the government, Congress, the lawmaking body . . . to take the right position . . . and another major step toward
first-class citizenship for the Negro will
have been made. The current civil right.
argument in Congress is the beginning of
a major battle on race.
Mass demonstrations on the part of
the Negro while this fight is going on will
only lend ammunition to the rabid Southern senators and Northern reactionaries
who oppose justice for the Negro. Mass
demonstrations, whether marches on the
Capitol in Washington or treks down
Main Street in Mobile will only tend to
invite the violence which the vicious words
of the arguing lawmakers will have already stirred up in the hearts of too
many Americans . . . Black and white.
Mass demonstrations at this time might
just serve to congeal the hostile attitudes
of a lot of uncommitted Americans. Mass
demonstrations can do more harm than
good now. That's what President Kennedy
has indicated with his pleas to Negro
leaders to "draw-in" on the mass demonstration program. The President is right.

ALFRED DUCKETT

A Hatred Too Deep To Reach
IT WAS five o'clock in the morning.
Martin Luther King stepped out of
the plane and next came Wyatt Tee Walker, his executive assistant.
Dr. King was weary. He'd had little rest
and what with a luncheon to address and
a speech at a college, he was due to get
little more.
Yet, Dr. King was smiling. His rich
voice boomed a greeting and the next few
words revealed the source of his elation.
"Doctor," the non-violence leader said,
the President said it all."
Dr. King and the brace of young
clergymen leaders close to him have a delightful habit of calling each other and
some close non-clergy associates "Doctor"
to emphasize a p-)int.
Wyatt Walker beamed.
"Yes," Wyatt said. "That was a magnificent speech."

Big Day For Big Men
IT HAD BEEN a big day for these
two dedicated n on who have taught so
many thousands he way of calm and onbitter militancy.
Going to the car which was to take
the two Southern visitors to their hotel,

we talked joyfully about the fact that Mr.
Kennedy had come out flat-footed to say
to the nation that racial discrimination is
to be opposed not simply because it is
illegal, but also because it is immoral.
As we neared the car, the Rev. George
Lawrence, Dr. King's regional representative, came toward us. His face the face of
a man who had seen a phantom.
"I've got bad news for you," he said
gravely. "Medgar Evers has been murdered."
Shock replaced the King smile. Wyatt
Walker gasped with disbelief.
The news had just come over Rev.
Lawrence's car radio. Medgar Evers, who
hail given nine years of his life as field
secretary for he NAACP and who recently had been leading the demonstrations
in Mississippi, had been ambushed in the
backyard of his Jackson home.

Horror Crept In
THEY DISCUSSED the horror which
had crept into their morning as the car
carried them to Manhattan's midtown.
These three clergymen had known and
respected Mr. Evers for years. As they
spoke of him the picture developed of a

dogged, courageous man who never faltered before the call of duty, knowing
full well the peril of his position..
Even white Mississippians who spiritedly opposed his integrationist philosophies, respected him.
"What he wanted most was to be an
American and to be acknowledged as
such," Dr. King said sadly. He was taking
the tragedy with great personal concern.
"I talked with him just the other day and
promised to come to address a rally in
Jackson."
"Will you go to Jackson?" Rev. Lawrence asked solemnly.
"Everyone should go to Jackson,"
Wyatt said quietly.
We sat at a table in a restaurant and
had coffee and juices. There wasn't much
conversation. Most likely our thoughts
had a common.denominator.
The President had asked Americans to
examine themselves. Some one or who
knows how many — had examined themselves early on a Wednesday morning and
found the capacity to kill.
How abysmally deep is hate?
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things at home in her own solemnized at Mt. Olive CME foot, Jr.. pastor of Mt. Olive I Could Tell You," and
summer living.
gloves.
tasteful and competent man- Cathedral when Miss Char- Cathedral, performed the rites Lord's Prayer." Appropriate mal
Reed Jacocks, and Mr. and Mims, Mrs. S. M. Brown, Mr.
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(air scene last Monday morn- BRANDON had a very pleas- Monday afternoon, June 10, at dral tapers in silver candelbra, by Mr. Robinson.
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Farris, Miss Thelma Stewart,
hat of mint green with a small ris, Mrs.
iris in Erma's smart Galaxie ant duty and responsibility to five o'clock.
huge baskets of white gladioli, BRIDE'S GOWN
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circuitous trip which will start ing her wedding and recep- and Mrs. Phillip E. Brooks, an arch of tapers, greenery wore an original gown designed orchid.
and Mrs. Robert L. Terrell,
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His mother, Betty Trammell is
a white imported linen cloth.
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uates were discussed as the a white orchid and wpc given Rrome. Mrs. Miriam Holly li'illiev. I 'n&e,, Jr Mr. aed Fmogene Wilson Mr. aed Mrs,
are THE PLACE to live" . . MRS. CLEO HICKS. who were and travellers so swiftyly and
possible recipient of a scholar- lin marriage by her father.
Mrs. Margaret Ann Hubbard Mrs. David Bell, Miss Sara James King, Mrs. EugeneBPIDESMArns
safely along the verdant coun- ship from the club.
Strop". Miss Ann Snraggins mama nr. Otis Q+,-nne.."
Lewers Mrs. Annie Mae Santryside.
Cocktails, dancing and parMiss Phyllis Brooks, sister and Mrs. Jacqueline Hawkins
Chester Harp, William ders, Miss Patricia Jones, Miss,
The gremlins got a part of ty fun held sway at the buf- of the bride. WRS maid of hon- Presided at the frappe bowls: Mrs.
mrs
and
R. Johnson. Jr.. Mr
Irian Joaes. Mr". Viola Thomas,
one of our long columns a fet-dinner party given by the or. The bridesmaids were Mrs. Cathy Terrell and Mrs.
Rochelle Brown, Mr. Leroy MrS. Colie Jennings, Mrs.
couple weeks ago, when we Shelby County Dental Society Misses Mona and Moce Yvon- Carolyn Jamison registered
"
Johnann, Mrs
Bertha Jones.
reported of the trip of SHER- at Top Hat and Tails Club last ne Brooks sisters of the bride; guests. Mrs. Marguerite Cox mann
Tarpley, Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Mrs. M. A. McWilliams and
MAN AND MINNIE ROBIN- Wednesday.
TurMrs. Carolyn R. Garner, Mrs. was in charge of gifts.
Mias
margaret
Thorenaon,
Miss NIelaMe McWilliams,.Mr.
SON to Jefferson City, Mo., to
Members of the Pan-Ten- Marie B. Ward and Mrsi GerThe bride's table was beau- ner, Mrs. J. C. Bowman. and and Mrs. W. M. Spencer, Mrs.
4)
witness the commencement nessee Dental Association, Inc. aldine B. James.
Stolie
Miss
Ft-iwinan
white
car'
a
COO
tifully fashioned with
Matti,. House. Mrs. Thom?.
exercises at _Lincoln Universi- were guests, having come to
They wore _full floor length satin cloth covered by white Bowman. Sara Robinson, Mrs.
E. Williams, Rev. and Mrs. A..
ty, when Minnie's daughter, Memphis to attend the 30th dresses of sunset nink organthe four- T,0j5 meTntrve. Mrs. aertroda MeEwen William,. Mrs. CharBarbara Jeans received her Annual conference held at the I za over pale yellow taffeta. hand-fluted tulle;
W.
John
Mrs.
decoand
was
cake
Mr.
bridal
Sims,
les Patterson, Mrs. Charles
honors, and about 4 outstand- Dental Colloge of the Univer- The dresses were designed tiered
belle MeKianey. Mrs Lotiella Jack- Boyle. Mr. Ronald Turner. Mr.
ing citations and awards, in- sityof Tennessee June 18 - 20. with scoopd necklines and rated with white wedding
Andrew
Mrs.
and
and
buds,
rose
Mr.
tiny
and
son,
Robert Arnold, Mr. and Mrs.
cluding membership in an
Nashvillians attending were , hrief sleeves. The hats were
flanked on each side by two Tinalee. Mr. and Mrs. Nelson John Taylor, Mr. end Mrs. Ruhonor fraternity of business. Dr. and Mrs. J. B. Singleton,1
sunset pink, French tulle three-tiered silver candelabras Tinsley.
of
fus Flemings, Mrs. Howard
When the 18th annual Boule Dr. and Mrs. W. E. Lewis, Miss centered with an organza bow.
Bell. Miss .Tacksn-, Jr-. Mr. Larra Coney,
holding white tapers. The And
Joseph
of Chi Eta Phi Sorority. Inc. Ada Jordan, and Dr. and Mrs.
They wore white gloves, pink bridal table was further ac- ,
11VT1
C.^,
97O1
ivrinne.
4155
Mr. Cleveland H. Cox, Mr.
meets June 25 - 30 in Durham, W. H. Watson. From Browns- sliotspers and carried cascades
cented with fern, white daisies Sherman, Miss Beatrice Rush. nonall Turner, Miss Velrna
N. C., with Pi Chapter as host, ville came Dr. and Mrs. Erndaisies.
of yellow
and gladioli.
Alberta r:reet. Mr. a" Lois Jones, Mrs. Mozella
Miss Jessie Venson, R. N., est Carter. Jackson was repServiea aa best man was Many guests attended the miss
Henry White, Mrs. I.. S. liams Mrs Lillian Crowder,
basileus of the local chapter resented by Dr. and Mrs. W.
Matthews of Jackson, reception and wedding, many TMrs.
James
T,ightfnot
;011tenot
M.rauita
will be in attendance. Miss H. McKissick, and Mrs. Willie
Mrs. Aline Lowe, Mr. and Mrs;
Tenn. Clroornsmen were Philm of whom were from out of
WH 8-8121 Venson is a graduate of Le- Lon Fogleman; from Johnson E.
726 E. McLEMORE
Mrs. J. M. Cunningham and Clifford Stockton, Mrs. Lucet,
Brooks. Jr., brother of the town.
",g
rides A n;Ta PlITIr`T.hRTTI,
Moyne College and Meharry City — Dr. and Mrs. Eugene
ta Butler.
bride; James • Harris. (Marie,
School of Nursing and an Kilgore; from Chattanooga, Dr.
Earnestine Cunningham, Mrs. Wil"am Pawkins, mr. an4
David Manuel, and GUESTS
Garner.
instructor at the E. H. Crump and Mrs. Luke Jackson, Dr.
Relatives from out of town A, a' Haate Mrs nor ot hY Mrs. John Johnson, Mr. andi
James McKinney of Jackson.
were Mrs. Lois Byrd and son, Westbrook, Mrs. Evie Horton, Mrs. Edward Kni,"ht, Fred
Memorial Hospital School of and Mrs. J. 0. Young; and
USHERS
Nursing.
from Knoxville, Dr. P. M.
Jackson; Mrs. Versa Buckley, mrs.Merlinda
Malone, and Eddie Smith,'
Ushers and taner I ghters
T. C.
Chi Eta Phi is composed of Alexander and Dr. S. A. CurMr. and Mrs;
,inf. college:
'
Fredric Paris, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Rosa Wright, Rev. sgrs.
Joseph and
were
'rad
over 500 professional nurses ren.
John L. Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Lightfnat. Jr Rev
W. H. Roberts, Mrs. Curti
IBrr‘oks. brothers of the bride.
HorOdell Boyd, Mr. and Mrs. Rus- L. A. Stroy, Mr. and Mrs.
Williams Mrs J. F Boyd.,
and Clarence Render. The
Thompson, Barbara a^e Simmonsand son. Mrs. Fr
!
an
ormmr
, Willie an
srnne,,r„nN,rmN
Toa.
mrecl. .G
flower girls Sheila Kn i oht. sell
BrittPurnie
Thomnson, Jerry Wayne Neal Erma Jones. Mrs.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. EdMr.
Sorageins
and
mon, Mrs A. D.
E. G. Ward, and Rev.
and Mrs. William Cross, Mrsmi
ward Knight, and Gina John- Mrs.
Mrs. J. B. Brooks of Jackson, lv!r.and yrs. Jo,m Coat. Mrs. Dora Todd, Miss Abbie Jackson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Allen,
and Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Ida B.
son, Mr. and Mrs. Charl
John Johnson. wore identical Tenn.,
ambert Owens, Mrs. Katie Dunn.
Columbia, Tenn.
dresses of white organza with Browne,
White,
R.
T.
Mr. and Mrs.
Tipton.
sunset pink sashes and hats.
Mrs. A. D. Hardy, Mr. Also Mrs. Larcissa Jones.
As they came down the cen- Mr. and
ter aisle, they threw daisy
petals. The ring bearer, Marcus Stanley Norman, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Norman,
wore a white knee length ,
linen suit and carried the rings
on a satin pillow.
THE MOTHERS
3-4 Rooms Furniture As Low As $3.99 A Wk.
The mother of the bride
wore a floor length stunning
Spring and
With No Money Down
rose gown, a Dior original of
* '61 Corvair $1695 '60 Cad. ...$3195
flowing
a
with
soie
peau de
2 to choose
Sedan
Summer Shoes
* Station wagon. Red with from. fully equipped indetachable panel formed with
* white top, red interior. cluding factory air. These
square cut back. She wore
the
Radio, heater, automatic, cars are like new.
a purple orchid. Her headpiece.
white tires. 12,000 one'60 Cad. ...$2995
owner miles.
rose bud shaped, fashioned
sedan,
from rose peau de soie and
* '62 Cad. $4395 up 4-dr.
equipped including LieWH 6-6512
444 W. Peebles Rd.
4-dr. sedan, 4 to choose. tory air. Extra ciiian.
trimmed with baby rose buds, 942-1676
infrom, fully equipped
Cad.
...$2395
'59
cluding factory air.
4-dr. sedan. black with
black and white in....icier.
'62 Cad.....Save fully
'in. Inding
Coupe Be Ville, fully factoryequipped
air.
equipped including fac'59 Cad. ...$2695
tory air. Almost new.
Yes. Live steam drives
De Ville. 0 ii
'61 Cad. ...$3695 Sedan
natural vitamins and
white with bre k and
sedan De VIII.. Solid white Interior.
minerals deep into each
white, black and white lac accessories Jr:, hinting
Interior, new white tires. factory air.
white grain ... makes
fully equipped including "58 Cad. ...$1695
On June 13 - 14, Supreme
factory air. Extra nice.
each grain cook fluffier,
Life Insurance company's asCoupe Be Ville.
3 Bedroom, brick. Large, corner lot. $1500 for
sistant agency director met at
'60 Pont. ..$1795 white, fully eq•unped.
separate. A totally
Values S12.90 to $24.99
x
Ventura 2-dr. hdtp. Red, New white
' the firm's home office in Chiequity. 41
$2,500
2% G.I. Loan, or $315 down.
/
new rice ... high in
fully equipped. Xtra nice.
cago.
on F.H.A. Loan.
closing
of
half
will
pay
Owner
food value with a fresh
the
of
Moderators
conference
Special
were: John P. Morning, vice
new flavor. Try
HERBERT HELTON
'60 Buick Convertible . .. .$2095
president-agency director; CalVITAgrain ... now.
Whit. with red leather- Interior, fully enuiplsd,
vin F. Vismale, CLU, man- •
2501 Sherrie Street
Including factory air. Like new.
ager, home office agency deFA 3-0132
partment; and Bernard V.
Gregory, director of education
See or Call Bob Short, Jerry Pierer, flo,tard
All Colors
and training.
Massey or Joe McMinn.
Among other matters, the
ALL HEEL HEIGHTS—
Boa
company's new organization
manuel was reviewed, and the
assistant agency director's role
‘,0
Factory approved warranty available na,7, y
in implementing the agency
Family
From Your Cadillac Dealer
department's program, policies,
practices and procedures in the
341 Uniett—JA .82O7 or JA 7-9880
WhiCILE MILIf
MODIFIED
firm's seven areas.
and make
Open Evenings 'Til 9 p.m.
FOR
SKIM MILK
The assistant agency direcVIGOR
tors attending the conference
FOR "FIGURF"
were Rupert B. Clark, EastFamous Name Brands at Discount Prices
ern area; Reuben N. Vaughn,
Chicago , Metropolitan area;
108 So
Glent W. Hicklin, Dunbar
area: Robert L. Christman.

Charlotte Brooks Wed In Dazzling Ceremony

WHY TAKE CHANCES ON A
FAULTY AIR CONDITIONER?
LET US REPAIR,
CLEAN OR ADJUST YOUR UNIT.
CALL HOLLAND FOR PROMPT
AND DEPENDABLE SERVICE.
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Most Popular Brands Of Appliances
Also Repair Small & Major Appliances

Supreme Life
Holds Meet For
Area Officers

S700.3900

EVERY CUSTOMER AN INDIVIDUAL
HOUSE FOR SALE
KNOB • HILL SUBDIVISION
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Fashion Show And
Lawn Party By
Floral Club

at'Irlhe

Summer fashions will be
modeled on the lawn of Mrs.
A. Gordon, 1324 Kentucky ave.,
during a lawn party planned
iby the Floral club of Rock of
lAges Baptist church, Sunday,
July 7 from 4:30 to 7 p.m.,
announces the club president,
Mrs. A. Gordon.
Special features will be the
debutantes of Douglass and
Hamilton high schools and
other popular local models.
The narrators will be Mrs.
Daisy Paige, president of Alpha Delta chapter of Alpha
Pi Chi sorority; and Mrs. Bobbie Jean Holmes.
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Plans have been made to Speros Vryor ia, Sr. 288
bring the "miraculous weep- Egypt Central Rr.
ing Madonna ( Panagia)" to
The public is invited to the
Memphis. It is being brought church service and the picnie.
to St. George Greek Orthodox
The weeping Madonna, ea
church, 2155 Nelson Ave., anholy icon, received national
nounced the pastor, Rev. Theprominence two years ago, jp
odore Kryitsis.
painted on paper. It is callal
The weeping Madonna will "Mother of Perpetual
Health,'
be brought here by His Emi- It wept tears of an oily subnence Petros Astyfides, bish- stance, during a service at St.
of Astoria, N. Y., and head of Markella's Church in Astoritt,
the old Greek Or t hodox L.I., New York
church of North America and
Canada. The Madonna will be
displayed July 3, 4, and 5 at
St. George's Parish.
Bishop Petros is expected to
arrive in Memphis, Tuesday, The Christian
Benevolent
July 2. Vesper services will be Lodge Society
has made plane
conducted Wednesday, July kw a Tea
Sunday, June 10
3 at 7 p.m. On July 4, a pon- ,from 4 to 6 p.m.
on the lower
tifical liturgy will be said at 'level of Beulah
Baptist church
10 am. Many clergymen will ,2409 Douglass Ave.
announces
assist. Special prayers will be the president, J.
S. Edwards.
said for the United States.
The public is invited to atFollowing the Divine Lit- tend, said Rev. Percy F.
urgy, there will be an all-day Jones, publicity chairman for
picnic at the farm home of the organization.

OUTM MEET
assigned to Addis Ababa,
As Jackson has been named Ethiopia, and Harrold to SierThe convention city for West ra Leone, West Africa. They
Yennessee this spring, Lane Will attend orientation sessions
'College was again the setting at Rutgers University, New
or a meeting last week, that Brunsw.ck. N. J., for a week
at the annual Jubilee instruct- before flying to their Africa
ing youth in the principles of assignment on June 24.
the Christian Methedito 5 ois- If eels recall, last summer,
°opal church. Youth from all Miss Annie Wortham of Jackpver West Tennessee were in son spent the summer in Aflittendance at the meeting rice on the same program.
kw hich proved wholesome and She was selected from Tuske'uplifting both religiously and gee Institute. This is the first
socially.
year of Lane's participation.
Prof. A. J. Payne, Sr.. re- Mrs. William R. Bell, Mrs.
tired principal of Merry High 0. W. Hewitt and Albert Porschool and ardent church ter have been invited to parMiss Atemtn Joins—I8—
worker, was honored last Sun- ticipate on Lyndon Johnson's
Miss Ada Aternan, a popular
day during the Men's Day ob- Committee on Fair Employcity school teacher, has been
servance at St. Paul CME men t Practic-s which meets
appointed sales representative
church as -The Man of the in St. Louis, Mo., on June 26.
MR. & MRS. LEON KELLEY
for Global Travel Agency, Inc.
Year" for St. Paul. The cita- All are expected to attend.
I Miss Ateman, a graduate of
tion was read by Dr. Herman
Attending the fabulous wedLeMoyne College, a post gradStone, Jr., It was regrettable d.ng
ceremony when Miss
uate student at Memphis State
that H. 0. Forgy, Jr.,
wh° was Charlotte Brooks became the
University, will have the pHslated to speak for the occa- bride
of Samuel Polk in Mem' rnary responsibility of plansion could not be present due
phis were Jacksonians Mr. and
nine and selling tours to soto being stranded in Mexico. Mrs.
A. D Hardy, Mrs. Daisy
clubs, civic clubs, religious
Rev. J. D. Atwater, pastor of
I and other groups.
R. Shaw, Mrs. Florence Ward,
the church, spoke beautifully
Prof. and Mrs. T. R. White. KNOXVILLE — Miss Jean Tamela Turner, daughter of,Mrs. Evelyn Johnson, great
in his stead on the theme:
Mrs. Mildred Manuel, Mrs. Alliece Colston and Leon Ray- Dr. and Mrs. T. M. Turner of aunt of the bride, of Macon.
"Freedom, Through Christian
Mary E. Harris, Mr. and Mrs. land Kelley pledged nuptial Nashville was flower girl. Ga. Other family members and
Fellowship, Essential to Man's
Ode: Boyd, Mr. and Mrs. J. L. vows in a double ring cere- Little Miss Turner wore a out of town friends included
Growth."
Davis, Arthur Thoma, Mrs. mony at 6:30 p. m., Saturday, white organza dress and car- Mrs. Stephen J. Wright and
g
Special guests for the night
ROSA/LIS
ht Lurline Brooks, and Mrs. J. June 8, at historic MacMillan ried a basket of whue daisies. Mrs. MarR.(rel
Simms of LeMoyne this week received
SCOTT
program were the Men's ChorHOME SERVICE DIRECTOR AND HER STAFF I
a check for $1,000 from Joan
Cunningham
and
family.
M.
the
ColChapel
Knoxville
on
Mr.
Nashville,
and
Mrs.
Kenmother
bride
The
of
the
us from Lane Tab.rnacle and
Baez, the popular folk singer
campus.
lege
Boyd
Davis
and
Mrs.
are
Mrs.
neth
Atlanta
Days
and
of
Mr.
sea
chiffon
mist
wore
green
a
the Macedonia Brotherhood
aunts of the bride while Mrs. The Rev. James F. Reese sheath, fazhioned with a lace and Mrs. S. C. Smith of who cancelled a recent engage- If the heat has
417horus. Co-chairmen for the
dulled your family's appetites, sharpen
Brooks is the mother of the performed the ceremony. The bodice trimmed with glitter Greensboro, N. C. Also Miss ment at The Auditorium be- them
Mittay were Dr. W. E. McKissack,
with Summertime Salad, made with Carnation
cause of illness. The guitarThomas
groom.
Mr.
is
the
Courtney
Harris
of
Baltimore
altar
consisted
decorations
watteauback.
featuring
of
and
a
Jr., and Prof. M. D. MerriEvaporated Milk, mixed vegetables and refreshing engroom's uncle.
an arrangement of white glad- The mother of the groom wore and Mrs. Pearl Whittington of plunking artist was to have
weather.
appeared here under sponsor- cumber. Carnation is used just as it pours from the can,,
New York City.
Milwaukee.
for
Leaving
majestic
white
daisies
sole
and
pistoehio
peau
l
ioli
de
green
a
When Women's Day was obto givt a wondorful creamy texture to this tasty salad
Wis., to spend the summer accented by wood wardia fern and silk with a scoot) neckline Following a ten-day honey- ship of the local college.
served recently at Bethel AME
Do serve it soon either for lunch or as a dinner salad.
LeMoyne
and
their
smilax.
husband
southern
father
with
White
and
skirt.
semi-full
Both
will
wore
.
.
clear
a
moon
in
New
York
City,
the
little
church. Mrs. Daisy T. Shaw of
were Ross B. Cheairs, Jr., and taper candles formed a back- matcllinl.-; small hats of silk Kellevs will visit his 'amity more than $500 after paying
Macedonia Baptist served as
his mothnr, Mrs. Cheairs. Mrs ground.
flowers and white orchids.
in Chicago before going to advance promotional expenses.
guest speaker. She was introCheairs is a teacher in the The bride is the daughter THE RECF.PTION
Washington, D. C., where the
duced by Mrs. Guyula Jarman
Madison County School sys- of Knoxville College President
Preston Kelley, Jr., of Los groom will be in residence at
of Lane Tabernacle. A beautitem. Ross Jr. recently received and Mrs. James A. Coston. Angeles, was his brother's Bethesda (Maryland) Hospital.
ful solo was rendered by Mrs.
his degree from Fisk univer- Parents of the groom are Mr. best man. Groomsmen were MEDICAL STUDENT
Ester Taylor of First Baptist.
The Fabulous 12 Social eltib
sity.
and Mrs. Preston W. Kelley, Clive Callandar of New Yorki
couple will make their has made plans for a
A wonderful religious ex"getJackson
visiting
his
In
with
Chicago.
Sr.,
of
Nashville
in
where
home
et
the
week
of
City, Richard
Butcher
nerience was had last
acquainted" party on Saturchurch!rnother,
Graham,
Mrs.
Pansy
groom
his
will
senior
enter
BRIDE'S
flottker
0..
Cleveland.
Rob-rt
GOWN
Lane Tabernacle CME
day, June 22, on the lawn at
when revival was held. Sere. is her son. H. B., of Los An- The bridergiven in marriage of Knoxville, William Bowman Year of medical study at Me- the home of Miss Bernice
gales,
has
Calif.
with
Rev,
He
him
Medical
in
Sepiharry
College
floorChicago
wore
father,
a
e
and
Louis
Prvght
her
by
by
conducted
ices were
Russell, 1867 Hunter ave., at
R. C. George, Sr.. of Memphis his wife, who is enjoying her length gown of bouquet taffeta and James Hubbard of Albany,I tember. The bride plans to en- p. m.
ter George Peabody College's
and French net fashioned along Ga.
Pastor of Lane Tabernacle is first visit here.
Mrs. Mai Hall is president
Rev. R. C. George, Jr. Rev. Our sympathies go out to princess lines with a scalloped A reception at McCulloch School of Library Science. . and
Mrs. Josephine Darden is
George, Sr., was accompanied the families of the late Mr. scoop neckline which alone Hall on ibe colter' camptiel The bride was graduated
publicity chairman.
by his wife and had the pleas- Robert Hess and Mrs. Millard with the empire bodice was followed the ceremony. A!from Fisk University in June.
ure of his two son's presence Bond Thomas who were bur- outlined with hand-run alen- string t rio provided music a!She
is a member of Alpha
s
on the closing ,night of the ied within the past two weeks con lace re-embroidered with hundreds
went iKappa Alpha sorority.
of guests
Mr. Hess leaves his wife and seed pearls and iridescent se- through the receiving line I Mr. Kelley did his undermeeting.
Two Lane College seniors two grown sons. Mrs. Thomas quins . . . short sleeves . . . Out of town guests includecLgraduate work at the Universiill spend the summer in Af- leaves three children, the sprays of alencon lace extend' Mr. and Mrs. Preston Kelley, sity of Illinois. He is a memMiss Hazel Abron, a eIrina as participants in Opera- oldest, a student at Fisk Uni- ed down the sides of the full Sr., parents of the groom, Mrs. ber of Alpha Phi Alpha fracent graduate of Bennett coltion Crossroads Africa Proj- varsity and her husband, skirt with obe bow back end- Anna Walker. groom's mater-iternity and Alpha Omega Allege at Greensboro, N. C., is
ects. They are Chester A. Kir- Floyd Thomas, Sr., of Chicago. jog in a chapel train. Her nal grandmother. Rev, ancLpha honor fraternity.
SUMMERTIME SALAD
a laboratory assistant in the
bouffant veil of English illu- Mrs. Arthur Griffin, sislrr!
kendoll, III, son of President
( Makes 4 to 6 servings)
Summer Science Institute sponand Mrs. C. A. Kirkendoll of Several members of the sion was held by a queen's and brother-in-law of Is
sored by the National Science
I% cup (10 ounce package) 1 cup undiluted
.111
Lane college, and Austin L. family from out of the city crown of alencon lace and groom, of Chicago.
Foundation for 82 high school
-frozen mixed vegetables
Harrold, son of Mr. and Mrs. were in Jackson for the sad seed pearls.
CARNATION EVAPORATED MILK.
,
Other members of the
juniors and seniors.
Walter Harrold of Omaha, occasion, including her sister, The bride carried a cascade groom's family present were
1/2 cup mayonnaise
2 tablespoons lemon juice
One
Memphis
youth,
MarMrs. Matt ie Pate, and her of white orchids, roses, and ,Mrs. Anna Washington, an
Neb.
1 tablespoon (1 envelope)
1/, cup chopped cucumber
vin R. Bledsoe, is studing at
Among 2 000 narticioants se- daughter Gerry of Chicago, lily of the valley.
jaunt, of Kansas City, Mr. and At its regular mnnthy meet- the school.
unflavored gelatine
1 tablespoon grated onion
Franklin
Bond
Eula
Mrs.
!teed from 3,000 college ap- and
Miss Linda Hope of Wash-'Mrs. Robert Wilkerson of Gary,;ing held recently at the Sara
3/4 cup cold water
1 1/2 teaspoons seasoned salt
Miss Abron is the daughter
plicants, Kirkendoll has been a cousin, also of Chicago.
ington. D. C.. a classmate of ilnd., Mr. and Mrs. Clarence R. Brown YMCA the Case
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ernest
Abron
-------Cook fiozen vegetables accord- cucumber, onion and seasoneit
the bride, was maid of honor. Rogers of flva-Istota Tll.. and I Committed of recently Chil- I
ing to label directions. Drain salt. Pour into a 1 quart motoc
Miss Linda Kelley of Chicago Mrs. Del Marie Williams of dren's Bureau re-elected Mrs. of 348 W. Fay.
and chill. Place mayonnaise in Chill until firm ( about 2 hours)?
SATTELLITE
and sister of the groom, was East Chicago, Ind.
Thelma Davidson as chairman.
Show held at the Abe Scharff a mixing bowl. Soften gelatine Unmold by dipping in hot water.,
junior bridesmaid.
RELATIVES PRESENT
Other officers elected are
in cold water. Dissolve over hot for a few seconds. Turn out
BRIDESMAIDS
RECORD SHOP
Members of the bride's fam- Mrs. Jessie Mae Bell, Vice- Branch of the Y.M.C.A. on water. Stir into the mayonnaise. on salad greens. GarniSh with
Bridesmaids were Misses ily present included Bishop Chairman: Mrs. M. M. Du- June 23rd. Beneficiaries of the Add Carnation and lemon juice. tomato wedges if desired.
Paula Whittington of New and Mrs. Sherman L. Greene, laney, Chaplain; and Mrs. Lil- Fashion Show are Children's Mix well. Stir in the vegetables,
;
926 E. McLemore Avenue
York City. Barbara PrPshoar, aunt and uncle of the
lie Rodgers, Foster Parents
,cousin of the bride, of Dallas,
Atlanta; Dr. and Mrs.bride,of Na- Reception Chairman.
1425 Hollywood Street
Texas, Allie Parrish, cousin of thaniel Colston, uncle and
Mrs. Davidson announced
the bride of Orlando, Fla., aunt of the bride. of M'ami; that the Committee and the
A Variety of New and Old Records
Carolyn Barnes of Wilson, Mrs. Allie Price, aunt of the Alpha Pi Chi
Sorority were
N. C., Barbara Lynne Ivey bride, Winter Park, Fla., and jointly sponsoring the Fashion
of Your Choice
Knoxville.
Isom
of
and Ilieora
The attendants wore dayWE DELIVER A PURCHASE OF
length dresses of willow green
$4.00 OR MORE
taffeta with chantilly lace
bodices, scalloped necklines
IF YOU WANT IT WE HAVE IT
and cap sleeves with floating
pane/ backs. Their headpieces
ALBUMS
RECORDS AND
YOU LIKE
were matching pill boxes with
pouf veils of silk illusion. They
BEST TO HEAR
carried bouquets of white majestic daisies.

Miss Ateman Joins
Global Agency

r,

Miraculous Weeping Madonna
To Be Brought To Memphis

Miss Jean Colston Married In
Ceremony On Knoxville Campus

,cial

Joan Baez Sends
,LeMoyne $1,000

Christian Society
To Give Tea Sunday

CARNATION
COOKING HINTS

ayWd%

To Give Party

Memphian Works At
Science Institute

ase Committee
Aids Children
C

•

ana
Mn
Mrs
ack1111/
1e

j1.1.1 JL

59 No. Main St.

LOOK!
The

LOOK!

LOOK! LOOK!

up & Dr Pepper Company
•

Has The Only Diet Cola
Like The product itself

p
. •. Dr Pepper

SPECIAL
TM'Wilk ONLY
20-INCH ZERO
BREEZE

BOX
s1614
Low Calorie
Sugar Free

2 convenient speeds . . .
115 volts, 50410 cycle, AC
only.
Light turquoise
with white guards. strap
handle. Polished blades.
Portable. Serves as window, table or floor fan.

7up Bottling
Company
888 Linden
Avenue
Memphis,
Tennessee

trt4P'
1
ter
'
,
isOwl

YOUR MONEY'S
WORTH MORE AT

WOOLWORTH'S

Rev. R.W. TAYLOR
Minister of this beautiful Church,
ZION HILL BAPTIST
located on 1468 Leland Street, at Kerr Ave.
The Church was built and Financed by
E.H. GODWIN COMPANY
Loan & Investment. 1000 E.H. Crump Blvd.

..ses.isaisseits
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the Church founded by Christ
rell.
could not exclude people on
the basis of their race. He say
ras CCIlaauuddeettejo=si
anbci
i r.claaildhtesir:
to the Galatians: "For in
Beverly, their niece, Cynthia,
(Continued From Page 1)
Christ Jesus you are al/ sons
and sister, Mrs. Almonia Genthis is the first consideration of God, through faith. For as
try are vacationing in Dayof any true Christian. He many of you as were baptized
ton. Ohio.
wants to know what are my into Christ have put on Chri,,!
Mrs. Ella Carney, her grandmoral, ethical, duties, respon- There is neither Jew noi
daughters, Dorothy and Doris
sibilities, and obligations to Greek, there is neither slave
Ann Gentry, are in Indian- Although the NAACP's Le- in which they outlined some
my fellowman.
nor free, there is neither male
apolis, Ind., visiting from there gal Defense and Educational of the advancements made by
You must also be aware of nor female; for you are all
AT BTU Kerr
they will journey to Detroit, Fund has baen involved in the organization.
the historical fact that what one in Christ Jesus." The writvirtually every major civil
Rev. and Mrs. John M. Mjal,
The achievement cited by
.
is legal is not always morally er of the Gospel of John wt,
Mathis, Mrs. Jennie Vance Mrs. Ruth Farmer and son, debts case in the past gener- the attorneys Bruce Bromley,
right. This can be documented thoroughly
that
convinced
ation,
its
record
in
the
courts
and hey. Willie Emery mot- Tyroee, are visiting in ChicaBethuel M. Webster and Samand over again in history. those who accept Christ are
ored to Birmingham to attend go, Ill., visiting daughter, Ber- during the past 100 days has uel I. Roseman included:
of the social "rules."
By
You must remember that it given a "Divine Distinction,"
been
"nothing
short
of
fanthe National BTU and Sunday nita, is already there and ac•••
1. The decision of the U. S.
was legal for Pharoah to en- John says (1:12): "But to all MRS. CARLOTTA WATSON
School Congress that is con- quitted herself quite well as tastic."
Counselor
Dear Mrs. Watson:
slave Hebrews or Israelites; who received Him, who bevening there. Rev. Mathis is she played in a Program there. So stated three distinguished Supreme Court invalidating
School
Hiah
Washinoton
Should
one
B.
say
T.
"thanks"
to
was
not
morally
right. lieved in His name, He gave
arrests of "sit-ins" for tresbut it
a waitress in a restaurant? My pastor of Morning Star Baptist he played Rachmaninoffs New York lawyers in a recent pass in stores which are reIt was legal for Alexander to power to become children of FOOD FOR THOUGHT:
Church.
"Prelude" and Mozart's "Son- letter to the New York Times, quired to segregate by city
murder millions and plunder God; who were born, not of God grant that I may see the friend and I had an argument.
She says she was just doing Rev, M. H. Burnett, Mes- ata."
vast sections of the world; but blood nor of the will of the joke of things
ordinance or the public prodames Nelda Williams, Addie Miss Mabel Northeross, St.
it was not "morally right." flesh nor of the will of man, The little things that bother her duty. Who is right?
well.
nouncement of high officials.
Roe,
Misses
Brenda
Burnett,
Louis, spent Fathers Day with
now and then
Anxious
It was legal for the Romans but of God."
Let's not forget the TEA 2. The decision of the U. S.
Willie Mae Ragans, Essie Yar- her father Mr. Alonao Northto build their empire on the This supernatural impetus God grant my sense of humor Dear Anxious:
to be held on the lawn of Rev. Supreme Court declaring the
brough,
and
Howard
Gentry,
ross and sister Miss Lila and Mrs. W. S. Vance the
backs, blood, sweat, and tears did not originate with the
may be strong
It is getting to be summer,
right of equal access to pubof millions of slaves; but it Apostle that I have listed and To weep a bit . .. and yet, 30 an people must be getting out. Jr. ot Lane Chapel CME Northcross.
first Sunday in July, from 5 lic recreational facilities is an
Church
are
attending
the
The Sunshine Band of St. until late. The Tea will be for
was not "morally right." In quoted above. It began with smile again.
If you think you are paying
immediate one and that "l
e
our own day and time, it was Jesus of Nazareth. Though He God grant there be a chuckle the waitress by saying thanks, Leadership Training School ames Bantist church soon- the benefit of their church in
liberate speed" doctrine dv
legal for Adolf Hitler and Ger- was nurtured in the narrow
then surely no harm can be Lane college sponsored by ored a "Hobo Party." About Brownsville.
in each tear,
not
apply
to
public
parks.
many to ruthlessly destroy and provisional religion of Ju- And when I'm to be judged don. by qiowing your apote- The Christian Board of Edu- 41 children oarticipated. The The American Legion Aux3. The decision of the Circlose to six million Jews; but daism, He became a man with
perhaps He'll say:
ciation, when someone bothers cation of the Christian Meth- party started from the lawn iliary held its regular meet- cuit Court of Appeals securIndist Episcopal Church.
of Rev. and Mrs. W. C. Donald ing in the home of
it was not "morally right." a universal message and mis- "Are you the soul who always to do something for you.
Mrs. Doro- ing reinstatement for 1,100
HERE AND THERE
In our Southland, it was legal sion. As He stated to the re- tried to laugh?"
where the children
were thy McKinney Monday night.
students expelled from BirMesdames Mary D. Porter served peppermint balls. From
for the murderers of Emmit ligious leaders of His day: And when I nod and answer.
The business was conducted mingham elementary and high
and Addle Rawls are home there they journeyed to the
Till to go free; but no sane "Think not that I have come
Yes I am
after spending two weeks at lawn of Mrs. Eva Moody where be President Mrs. Lerlia Cun- schools for participating in
man would agree that it was to destroy the law. I have I tried to kill my troubles with
ningham. Plans were made to demonstrations there.
The secone annual Fishing Hot Springs. Mrs. Enid Sims orange aid and cookies were
"morally right." In the light of not come to destroy, but to a grin."
sell Poppies June 29. Tentative 4. The decision in the United
this, I would say that it is fulfill." He came to bring to Perhaps He'll smile and say Rodeo, sponsored by the Negro spent two weeks in New York served, the next stop was Mrs.
dangerous for a Christian to fruition all of the creative "That was a Task,
Junior Chamber of Commerce and Canada visiting relatives. Orangie Broyles. then to Mrs. plans were made to attend the States District Court for the
State Convention in Memphis Northern District of Alabama
hide behind a nebulous con- love which smolders within But here i= the Gate of Heaven has been set for July 13 at
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Bur- Vora Johnson, the last stop
cept called "legality." For the breast of each child of enter in."
Riverview Park, announces rell and father, Mr. Penny, St. was Mrs. Ernestine Boatright, July 13-15. Ice cream and requiring the admission of Necookies was served by the groes to the University of Alawhat is legal is not always God. I believe this is what He
event, which is scheduled to Louis, Mo.. spent the week where ice cream was served.
•••
hostess.
bama.
"morally right."
start at 10 a m.
meant when He said: "I have Dear Ain:. Watson:
end with their daughter and Mesdames Emma Donald. JuIt would seem to me that come that you might have life
school
students,
between
All
sister
Mrs.
Addle
Roe.
Mrs.
lia Mar*I, Inez Bryson, Ruby
I went over to my neighbor's
as Christians we must use our and have it more abundantly."
house. She had baked a cake. the ages of six and 16 are Burrell is the former Anna Moody and Mary Lou Garrett
Bibles as our primary source The abundant life is never exaccompanied the "Hobos." A
I am a very good cook and eligible to enter the contest. T. Penny.
Now
for moral and spiritual guid- clusive; it Must be inclusive
Mrs. and Mrs. L. T. Carnes good time was had by all.
cake she baked was less Contestants should obtain parthe
ance. Yet, you fail to docu- Would you not agree?
gaurdian's
consent
ent's
or
to
and
and
children
Delois,
Terry
took
Many Humboltans were deMy husband
Ment your letter to support One writer has said: "Peo- than fair.
Karen, Wilmington, Del., are lighted to see and hear Miss
second niece I scolded him enter.
your position.
le do not like to be disturbed
pie
for
entering
Application
spending
a
few
days
with
Mrs.
said
He
Jacquelyn
manners.
Broadnax, grandYou claim that a church is in their thinking; they do not for his bad
I contest is found in this issue Carnes' parents, Mr. and Mrs. daughter of Mrs. Jennie Vance,'
e
manners bcause
"somewhat" like a social or like to be shaken out of their I had bad
Defender
of
the
on
Tri-State
Sylvester
brother
Harrell,
her
right?
as
she
represented
her race
private club. As such, it has ruts in which they have tray- refused. What is
Page 5. Applications should and family, Mr. and • Mrs. and church in a "Round Table
Wife
the "right" to decide who will eled for generations; they preto
Fishing
be
mailed
Rodeo,
Groundie
Harrell,
and
niece,
Forum,"
over
Channel
13, Sunor who will not be a member. fer to go on as they are just Dear Wife:
c/o Tri-State Defender, 236 S. Deborah Thomas. Mrs. Carnes day afternoon. She appeared
The church which Christ gave so long as they are on top. If you were invited to the Wellington
St., Memphis 5. will be remembered as the with three white young people
His life for cannot be remote- When someone comes along lady's house to enjoy her cake,
There is no fee to enter.
former Miss Willa Dean Har- and accredited herself quite
ly compared with an insigni- like Socrates, or Jeremiah, or then voli should have ENficant social or private club. Paul or Lincoln who will not JOYED IT.
Probably thee is wha she
It is, by its very nature, a sa- let them settle down in the
tired institution designed to comfort of their preconceived invited you. You evidently'
help bring in the "kingdom of ideas, they call them a "per- made your friend feel sad . .
Qod on earth as it is in Heav- fect past" and do their best Your husband was trying to
make UD for it. He made her
en." It is the very body of to get rid of them."
Christ which was broken for This is the major problem feel that she had a real accom411 races and classes. Hence. with our thinking in this coun- plishment. In that case his
no social club has the audacity try. It is more acute here in manners were good, regardlessl
to even think it can be com- our dear Southlama. We have
pared with such Gracious and been content in our thinking
bivine Love. The church is on grave social, moral, and
the Creation of an act of God religious problems. Hence, we
the Father, God the Son, and have become disturbed when
God the Holy Ghost. Now, spiritual forces make us re*hat social or private club has examine our comfortable pothe temerity to lay claim to sitions. When we have to resuch "Divine Status?"
.
adjust. we frequently become
It could be that our church- maladjusted. Human nature is
es have become social clubs plastic, however, and can
and have thus lost the vision make the necessary adjust-1 After analyzing the home
bequeathed to them by a Cru- ments if given ttle light. Some- furnishing needs of the Negro,
cified Christ and a great host body must give them the light. homeowner J. Cavello and
of. spiritual giants who gave
Maybe Constantine was wis- iPaul Holmes, who operate the :
their lives in the iron pits of er than the early leaders of j. and P. Furniture and Ap-'
hell that it might live. Per- the Christian Church when 'pliances store at 2451 Park
fps this is why it has be- he made Christianity the offihave opened a new Home
come an echo and not a voice. cial religion of the Roman
Service department.
77se church spends too much Empire. He knew that the most
Hine pinning tails on donkeys, efficient way to emasculate The store owners said that
bobbing apples, playing bingo, he thrust of a creative and all families in the community
and indulging in other trivial daring religion was to give it are invited to come in for con.
artivities seeking to nourish officialsanction from the sultation with trained men
a'-spiritually thirsty people. In state. Herein lies our dilemma who will discuss any problem
much as some see it as a n this day and age. We have with the householder from
dying entity, we would do well gleefully
2509 Sumner
FA 3-4501
the that of finance to furniture
surrendered
to rethink our mission and most "Creative Idea" in the and appliances.
COMPLETE and MODERN FACILITIES
message.
history of the world for a
for SERVICING YOUR VOLKSWAGEN
I am not surprised that Ne- pathetic acceptance by the , "This service is absolutely
"and
we
J&P
free"
states
groes have to resort to dem- state. The state has willingly
'
onstrating, picketing, and fil- given it. It does not want to be consider it a contribution to
ing lawsuits to prick the con- disturbed. Politicians know the community."
science of a so-called "Chris- that those who become prac- Ronald Shepherd is home
tian America" to live up to tical in their approaches to 'service manager.
her pronouncements of broth- moral and spiritual problems
erhood, equality, fraternity of life will never be creative
and democracy.
in
this
hate-filled Curfew Trouble
forces
Because of our attention to world. Would you agree?
childish and trivial things, we "Come with me and I will 1 WICHITA. Kan. — (UPI)..have become one of the most show you a more excellent ;Four parents were fined $2:
hated and despised nations on way."
in police court because the,:
the face of the earth. We have
Yours truly,
;children broke a curfew lay
lost China, Cuba, parts of
Fred Lofton
by being out on the street
Africa, and other Near-Eastern
370 South Orleans St. ,too late.
and Far-Eastern countries because we have confused our
religious commitment and political heritage. Even at home.
vast numbers reject the church ,
and others give lip service to;
its ideals of justice, brother4. Performance and
1. Price
hood and goodwill. As Elton!
Economy
2. Appearance
Trueblood says in his book,
5. Protected Investment
3, Safety
"The Christian Faith and the
1 YEAR WARRANTY ON OUR
Predicament of Modern Man:"
SELECT USED CARS
"What mankind needs most
is truth, justice, and mercy
$895
S1295 '60 Volvo
Rambler
'62
and not a collection plate fall
Classic 2-door sedan, ra- Radio. heater. Today's
of pennies and stained glass
dio. heater and reclining outstanding value. DOTI't
seats, 36-month bank fi- miss it.
widows coupled with a Holy
nancing. Try it — youtl .59 Rambler
$695
tone."
buy it.
Super station wagon, glisWaal.
If you will recall in the book
$647 tening white finish with
'59 Rambler
of Acts of the Apostles, the
Super 4-door sedan, radio. contrasting blue interior.
beater, straight drive. Re- Must see to appreciate.
Apostle Peter was confused
duced for immediate sale.
$1395
on the very same issue—race
S1095 '59 Buick
'60 Ford
'hardtop. Invieta.
relation. Through a personal
Galaxie 8-cyl. Fordomatic, 4-door
air.
power.
factory
Full
radio, heater, white tires,
confrontation with God at the
Mn. 1, P. Merril
excellent driving condi- Very sharp.
Volon Tankersley
J. M. Price
George White
Mrs. Jessie alley
Mary Turner
seaport of Jappa, Peter lost
$1295
337 Josephine,
tion. Original throughout. '61 Corsair
4063 Shirley
1032 Greenlaw
1048 Rosewood
1258 Maernore
1674 Pollen
his narrow and provisional
heatpower.
radio
&
Full
S1195
'61 Ford
idea
Falcon. Radio & heater. er. Looks & drives fine.
concerning
"Gentile
.Nice ear.
'62 Ramb. „from $1295
Christian." It was only after
$695 2 and 4-doors. Excellent
'58 Pontiac
this experience that Peter
Mrs. L. P. Harris
4-door Chieftain hardtop. selection to choose ft oni.
could say with a magnanimous
$4115
Pretty green and white '58 Chev.
137 Josephine
finish. New
yfirRITIRtie 4-dr. Radio & heater. Suspirit: "Of a truth I perceive
Our First Two
Loaded
with
transmission.
per
air
Factory
spccial.
that God is no respector of
GM comfort and conven- ecnd.
Time Winner
persons." It was after this
ience accessories.
S69S
'57 Oldsmobile
most purifying experience that
$6911 Super 88 4-door sedan.
58 hick
Special. Radm. heater, factory air conditioned
Peter was able to see the su4 r"
;•
Dynaflow, jet black fin- with power brakes and
pernatural character of Chrisish, white tires. Reduced steering. Fresh overhaul
to sell today.
on engine.
tianity and the sublime mis'
t Alfk
sion of the church.
If the Pie-Pac name appears under
Mrs. W. 0.
Si,,
Russell
sha
r.
Mrs Aloe Vssies
Mr, Jesus
Pmmie Ma W4
Peter was able to see that
'63 DEMONSTRATORS
0'kW
I'
,nrdv
1:27 Pond
(.0,4)r,
She ink spot ymi automatically win
250
504 So,oVroos
'Soh;
artificial distinctions have no
fi•
10111
WoRulsver
4-Doors Convert i bl Ka-W.a aon
I s. oni Rol
Si cis.IY
end still have a chance
divine sanctions; that God has
Save up to $1000
te min 51001
no favorites; that there are
no superior races; that there
was no chosen people—in the
Get a "Spell Cash- Card each time you visit Pie-Pac: Place the
sense of a people who had
Card under running tap water to remove the ink spot and find
priority above and beyond all
the Mystery Letter ... collect cards until you can spell C-A-S-H
others. Here is where Peter
... bring cards to your Pie-Pac store manager ... you will be
lost his "right to be a bigot"
issued a check for $100! it'S as simple as that! You must he Is
and became a "new creature."
Through the confrontation of
years of age or more to play Spell Cash. (Disfigured cards are
Peter and Cornelius, the creavoid). Game is closed to Pic•Pac emplos ees and memllers of their
tive love of God was made
immediate families.
functional and relevant at a
There's Nothing for you to Ilt_y_v! It's Fun ... It's Exciting to
I NION
time when both men stood in
Open 'Ti! ??
JA 5-6393
,i) SPELL,T-A-S-W. CE1mnt SPELL C.A-S-H CARDS
need of "Cosmic Redemption."
\Vs ... at Pie-Pae.
The Apostle Paul knew that
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SILVER'S 5 tic 10
47 South Main Street

SENSATIONAL INDEPENDENCE DAY SALE
PORTABLE

J & P Furniture

Most people are astonished to discover
that the Volkswagen Station Wagon is
only a few inches longer than the
Volkswagen Sedan and a good four
feet shorter than the conventional
station wagon. Yet it holds more than

AIR*
COOLER

WASHES

• and
CIRCULATES

Service Dept•

for

the largest station wagon you can buy
and costs hundreds of dollars less.
Come see it—and drive it—this week.

JIMMY PAYNEmoroRs, INC.

a.

(
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• 4emi-Pro Leagues To Play Double- Header For Benefit of Abe Scharff YMCA July 4th Bellevue Park
Kilpatrick Is
Double - Header Charity Games Set
Praised By
For July 4 To Benefit Branch YMCA

some
.e by

d by
,mIdy,
Sam-

U. S.
iating
Ices• recity
proWs.
U. S.
the
pubis an
"d4
s.
• Cir•ecur1,100
Birhigh
g in
nited
r the
bama
f NeAla-

. A
double-header charity
"baseball game is all set for
'Bellevue Park on July 4th by
the Semi-Pro League, announces the chairman of manager of the Abe Scharff
Branch YMCA, J. H. Chandler. The game is being played
for the benefit of the Branch
•YMCA.
The first game, set for 2
.p.m., is between the Magnolia
Eagles and Metnphis Light,
ter, and Gas team. The
ond game to start immediately after the first is between Federal Congress Blues
and Flamingo Carriers.
The line-up is:
MAGNOLIA EAGLES
I4,4er. William Gamble
Charles Oliver — SS
R. D. Horton — CF
D. Clark — C
Ronal Mctye
113
Sessie Boyde — 38
Roy Scott — LF

,t

J. McLeon
2B
Robin Clark — RF
Charley Waoff — P
Eddie Clark
MEMPHIS, LIGHT. GAS
and WATER
Lonnie Batts — 1B
Roosevelt Richonard — 28
Edward L. Carter — 28
J Webb — SS
Prentice Lyons — SS
James Moore — 38
John R. Brown — 38
Eugene Johnson — CF
William Rodgers — RF
John Cooper — LF
Dave Dockery — RF
Lonnie Maxwell — C
James Ross Jr. — C
Charlie McBride — P
Andrew Hearie — P
William Lee Jones — P
Eliotte Mean — P
John Robertson
FEDERAL COMPRESS

SLUES
McKissie Malone — 28
'Milton Kelly — CF
'Clyde Bass — SS
'Andrew Earthman — RF
Leonard Draper — LF
'Billy Phillips — C
Seaway Ingeam — 38
Recidie Lockhart — 113
ILarry Dailey — P
Clifton Matthews — Manae. ,
lEdgar Bass—Asst. Manager
Division 1 Champions
FLAMINGO CARRIERS
Robert Robinson — 2B
Columbus Echols — SS
William Dilliard
313
Clifford Brady — 1B
Charley Hussey — CF
Willie Williams -- LF
Marvin Doggart
RF
Willie Clark — C
A. Bradshaw — P
Z. P. Pittmon — Mgr.
Gene Cumby. — Assist.
Semi-Pro Champs for last
4 years
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GASEOUS CASSIUS CLAY 'British Empire Champion. The
They call him a crack pot, talkative undefeated pugilist
but when it comes to filling belted Cooper into submisboxing arenas with little more sion forcing the
fight to be
than words he's the greatest.
The "Greatest" is also the halted in the fifth just as Clay
name that Cassius Clay has had warned the dignified
given himself. The 21-year-old Britons.
loud-mouth from Louisville,
London's fight fans, who
Kentucky promises to be the withstood Clay during the
youngest heavyweight cham- final two weeks of his trainpion in history.
ing period, couldn't quite get
BRITONS OFFENDED
ready for the braggard ways
In
America, Clay has of the fighting Kentuckian.
astounded the boxing circle Clay called Cooper a bum
many other
with his near perfect predic- publicly and
the British
press
tions of his fights. The "Louis- names
ville Lip" has been brash to thought unbecoming. Then
the extent that his forecast that which English writers
included the round that his considered offensive was just
routine for the invading selflabor would end.
Clay once again proved to styled poet.
the prophet in his recent k• When writers built up reot with Henry Cooper, sentment over the Louisville
Lip's acute case of braggadosis they only played. into
the hands of Clay.
While Cooper trained quietly in a London hideaway, Clay
went about his usual antics
of seeing to it that the fight
would be a sell-out. He walked the sidewalks of the English
capital
and
strutted
around conspiciouslv in classic
attire including the derby
which is a status symbol.
Upon arriving by plane
from New York, Clay immediately went to work on assuring promoter Jack Solomous his 10-round clash with
Cooper would set a record at
open air Wembley Stadium.

tr

JIM
BEAM

14th Ward Club
The 14th Waid Civic club
went on record praising Frank
Kilpatrick, executive member of the Ninth Congressional
District Federation of Democratic Leagues, for his work in
registering voters and helping
to find employment for a number of Negroes. President of
the club, 0. D. Dotson, said

ON THE AIR FOR THE AIR FORCE
('apt. Thomas H. Watkins, seated at left,
went on the air recently to tell men about
the opportunities in the U.S. Air Force
Reserves, and his host on the program
was Nat D. Williams, seated at Fight.
listening in in rear are Rufust Thomas

Bertrand Grad
Wins Promotion
CASTLE AFB, Calif. — Ar•
thur Jackson III of Memphis, Tenn., has been promo;
ed to airman second class r
the United States Air Force.
Airman Jackson is a dietician assigned to the 852nd
Medical Group here.
He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur :Jackson, Jr., of
354 W. Dison ave., Memphis,
and a graduate of Father Bertrand High School at Memphis.
He attended M od es t
(Calif.) Junior college.
The Louisville Lip's press
tactics started with his raising of five fingers to indicate
the round that would seal
the fate of Cooper. Other
words that flowed like water
making good press copy were
phrases like "I'm too quick for
Cooper
He's a tramp, a-nogood, a bum." He ,also said:
annihilete Cooper, I'll
ruin him. It's too bad."
At fight time the controversial Clay peered out across
the vast confines of the 55,000
seat stadium and realized that
one objective, to talk the place
full, had been accomplished.
He followed with the second
one when Cooper was cut into
a bloody "mess" in the celebrated fifth. Cooper had Clay
down for a four count in the
fourth only to be battered in
the next frame.
Among the spectators was
a special added attraction in
Anthony and Cleopatra (Elizabeth Taylor and Richard
Burton) which gave fans the
pleasure of seeing three of
the year's most acclaimed
stars.

and I.E. Joe Riggs, public information officer of the 919th Troop Carrier Group,
based at the Memphis Muniripal Airport.
The organization has positions for both
office!, and enlisted men.

Women Of Michlle
Baptist To Have
,Day On July 7 •

GOLFING
WITH LIL

CAR WASH $
•

•
•
•

Sat, Or Sun $1.25
lot. Open e A.M. to 6 P.M.
Sea. Open I A.M. to 2 P.M.

8A.M.-6P.M.
Monday
thru
Friday

•

•
•

•
•
• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH "
a

•

3100 Summer at Baltic

Plossosammosmosuassm••••sassie

Gre
Favors
MEMPHIS

COMETS
METEORS
MONTEREYS

the
ind
*-H
be
IS
are
eir

Prices Starting Al
$1895.00 $9500 Down

$57.95 Per month
SCHILLING
They're T.N.T.
LIGHT AS
A WHISPER
ASK EYES VODKA 100 Pioot or SO Proof
0% Grits Marton Spirits. Clear Spring Distillif Co., Division slum.,9 Seim DIstIlling Do ,
Clermont,Dasm,Kentucky 11M SEAN MI Proof
Kentucky Streishl Beet bon *stony times EL
imn DfffillIng Co, Clermont, Seeo, Kentucky,

I

SPORT

Tempting, Natural Taste.
Plump, Juicy, Tender - You know
it's mighty good eating

UNION
i'HEVROLET it0
913* hamar
2200 Lerner

324-3532
3244571

AIR CONDITIONERS
from
NEW & USED
Kelvinator & York

S13995

TOM SAWYER
Appl. Service

618 E. hicLEIMORE

WH 2-4332

John Ronza's

CENTRAL AVE. LIQUORS
IR 6.7573

2115 CENTRAL AT COOPER

MIXED CASES AT A CASE PRICE!
..1 G

.I Rh I.\ I; :IRE.I

"SlIOP —AND SHOP AT CENTRAL"

ON UNION
THE 8/0 NEWRY SUPERMARKET
939 UNION AVENUE
Memphis, Tennessee
Op. Nit..
2-71161

Cactus Jack
*Foreign /
*Sports
Cars

Magazine

NOW ON SALE EVERYWHERE:

GET MORE PAY —
LEARN A TRADE,
START TRAINING NOW IN
RADIO-TV REPAIR
AIR CONDITIONING
ELECTRONICS
Call or write for dein Its

KEEGAN SCHOOL
Now under new management

KING
COTTON

co

citIEVROLICT-1952 than Telephone
Trucks. The very tains for plumb,.
nr eletlerlane. Prised only $M. Several to select from! -Memphis' Olden
chevrolet Dealer."

HIS LONELINESS
AND FULFILLMENT

544 BEALE JA 6-8052

St

UGA Tourney Set
For Aug. 19-23

UNION

Honored At Program

WILLIE MAYS

VACATION VALUES
Any Outdoor Meal
Picks right up
with

eur.3Itol,KT to.
324.3611
MO lamer

AUTOMOBILE Air-Conditioning. salmi
and service. Four spatiansts on duty
nay into night in aim you! "Memphis'
Oldest Chevrolet Dealer

i

Unblemished in their feat .
to remain champions Pleas
Jones of Memphis and Miss
M. M. Carney of Nashville,
Tenn., successful defended
their titles as champions of 1
the Sam Qualls Golf Club intournament. The
vitational
greatest threat for the man ,
title was John Harris who I
ended up one stroke behind
Pleas Jones for the lady
championship Miss. Carney's
menace was Mrs. Carrie Jones
of Jackson, Miss., who was
`IE
three strokes off the pace.
Many out of towners enjoyed the tournament and taking the best dress lady golfer
trophy back to St. Louis was
Mrs. Elenor Hall Keeping. The
best dressed man golfer trophy at home was Dr. I. A. WatThe president and the manson jr. The lucky golfer to
ager of the Spiritual Choralwin the beautiful golf bag was
BANGKOK, Thailand—Att- ettes were honored during a
Mrs. Odessa Dickens,
man First Class Esic Rhodes program at Freewill Spiritual
Missed on the golf front Jr., of Millington. Tenn., is a church. 882 Randle st., last
was Wendell (Topp) Sawyer member of the Tactical Air Sunday afternoon.- The presiwho was laid up with a bad Command forces which have dent is Mrs. Birdie Pearson.
ankle. Taking his place was been deployed to this coon- The manager is Mrs. Frances
wife Joelean who is making try in Exercise Tidal Wave, a Mayweather.
plans to join the duffers mass movement of jet fighters,
league. The golfing father and reconnaissance jets and asson Dr. A. E. Horne Sr., and sault airlift aircraft.
both took trophies home.
Airman Rhodes and other
Working as official scorers
U. S. Air Force personnel were
were Miss. Clemtnie Boswell, deployed here for participaMrs. Woods, Mrs. Frances
tion in the Southeast Asia
Rogers and Clarence FitzTreaty Organization (SEATO)
gerald. Aubrey Turner is club ,
training operation, Dhanarapresident.
jata. involving Air Force and
Despite great stature and high
Army units of the SEATO salary, Willie Mays is not a
happy man. The reasons for
countries.
' The airman is a weapons his unhappiness, too deep to
be
offset by baseball success,
mechanic permanently assignTri-State Defeender— Madison ed to Cannon AFB, N.M. He are thoughtfully examined in
the August issue of SPORT
Bass In Michigan-18—
will return there upon commagazine, now on sale. Read
Dr. Floyd L. Bass, dean of pletion of the training ma- WILLIE MAYS-HIS LONELeMoyne College, is attend- neuvers early in July.
LINESS AND FULFILLing the Institute for College
Airman Rhodes, son of Mr. MENT. It's the most startling
Administrators sponsored by and Mrs. Esic Rhodes Sr., of and sensitive portrayal of
Mays ever
In th•
the Center of Higher Educa- 5864 Hamlet Road, Millington, same issuewritten.
don't miss
tion at University of Michigan. is a graduate of Shelby Coun- THERE'S NO ROOM FOR
About 60 educators are enroll- ty Training School at Wood- MERCY IN BOXING an exed in the institute which be- stock, Tenn. His wife. Ruth, clusive interview with
'Davey
Moore written a few days began Monday, June 24. and is the daughter of Mr. and
fore
his
tragic
death.
PLUScontinues through Fr id a y, Mrs. Elbert Brent of 3400 FelW BA T ABOIII"rlIE JOHNton Road, Memphis, Tenn.
June 28.
NY UNITAS RUMORS ? .
—
All in August SPORT.

Woodstock Grad
In Thailand On
s
eato Maneuver

Dotson went on to say that
Kilpartick was instrumental
in Negroes being upgraded at
the Big-D Food store on E.
McLemore.

Odell Mays of Memphis has
been promoted to technical
sergeant in the U.S. Alr Force
as an air police training supervisor at the 1405th Air Rase
Wing at Scott AIM, Ill, He is
the nephew of Mr. and Mrs.
James West of 703 Savoy. Ills
wife, Mrs. Mary Mays, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Watkins of 762 Hastings.

The United Golfers associahas set Aug. 19-23 for the
tion
The women of Middle Bap- 1
list church in Whitehaven willlnational tournament to be held
observe Woman's Day on Sun- in Washington, D. C. About
day, July 7. and the speeker1500 golfers are expected to
for the morning will be Mrs. compete in the tourney.
Harvey M. Wherry, speech and —
hearing therapy instructor for
the county schools.
Speaking at the 3 p. m. meeting will be Mrs. Jereldine Taylor, a teacher at Georgist-Elem”ntary school.
The general chairman for the
program is Mrs. Carrie Johnson. Mrs. Annie L. Hall is coIrma n.
Other committee chairmen
iire Mrs. Christine Mitchell. finance: Miss Robbie Redden,
courtesy, and Mrs. Lamle
Wade, music.

- Bass In Michigan
••••••iiimimaimmume•mempa
• 1- MINUTE AUTOMATIC

"Mr. Kilpatrick has done a
good- job."

GETS PROMOTION

FOUNDATION WORK
CARPENTRY
LEVEL FLOORS
REPAIR SILL
JOISTS and PIERS
FOR FERVICE CALL
FA :1-5870

Buy Your
1963
Cars Or
Used Cars

Bank
Financing
95 So. Lauderdale Street
Phone 525-4721

G1LBEYS GIN
"the world agrees on'IIILBEY'S, please'!"
dry
smooth,
flavorful

From Us
FINANCING TO SUIT
YOUR PURSE

HULL
DOBBS
NEW FORD
WORLD'S LARGEST FORD
DEALERS

THIRD & DAVOS°
JA 6-8871

7k,
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Desegregate Schools
SAVANNAH, Ga. -(
- Roman Catholic school.
the Savannah diocese, which
includes most of South Georgia, will desegregate their
classrooms next fall, the most
Rev. Thomas J. McDonough
said.
Announcement of the desegregation scheduled to begin Sept. 1.

NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems
With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan
RECEPTION HONOREES

RETIRING TEACHERS HONORED
Two members of the Fisk university faculty retired at the end of the 1962-63
school year and were honored during a
reception. They were Rudolph Moses, instructor of English, and Dr. Lillian Voor-

This happy scene of Foster Parents of Children's
Bureau
and their wards at the annual reception given by the Cabe
Committee of The Bureau was part of the fine program
of the committee, held at the Sarah H. Brown Branch
YWCA on June 13. Mrs. Thelma Durham is the chairman
of the Children's Bureau Case Committee. The program
at
the reception was steered by Mrs. Jessie Mae Bell. Samuel
T. Rutherford, Executiwe Director, introduced his staff

hees, speech and drama department head.
Seen here during the reception, from left,
are Moses, Dr. Stephen J. Wright, Fisk
President; Dr. Vorhees and Dr. Gladys
Forde of the speech and drama department.

Summer Enrollment Constant At Owen
Dean-Registrar Thomas I.
Willard announces that the
enrollment for the ninth annual Summer School Session
at Owen College is the same
as last year with 61 students
participating.

Pledge To Frat-First Negroes

Laughing Water for Girl Scouts in New
York; Elizabeth Lacy, who was graduated
this month, director of Christian education at Canyon Village, Yellow Stone National Park, and Evelyn Lewis, sophomore,
work camper at Camp Laforet, Colorado
Springs.--)Mark Stansbury Photo)

REV. C. W. F. JEFFERSON

72 MADISON

D•pressed Wooled - Broken Hearted, Lonely,
Unhappy, Unnatural Feelings, Need Lou. Money Problems

Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"

• GOD CAN DO ANYTHING BUT FAIL •
MYSTIC SEEP

Classified Ads...
For Sale Misc.

51:51 2-3937, call after 5 p.m.
UNFURNISHED ROOMS FOR ElithFr
2 lige. unfurniabed rooms for rent.
WH 2.3937. call after 5 p.m.
PRINTING SHOP FOR RENT
Fully Equipped. Cylinder Frees: Two
21 Job Presses. Call FA 7-5148 for
A good deal.
FOR RESPONSIBLE COUPLE ONLY.
Vic. of 66th & Michigan Ave. 5 rme.
for rent. Stm. ht., Mod. 5 rm, apt, for
rent. Full access to burnt, den. Patio.
tlic.VROLET c0.
Itch pond, etc.. in back yard. Write:
2139 Lamar
Tri-State
Defender, P. O. Box 311,
321-3832
2200 Lamar
324-3671 Memphis. Tenn.

11.11111111.111.11.11M....1111.1
I WE WILL PAY the top
price for your
clean toed cur! Sell it to Memphis'
Oldest Chevrolet Dealer!

UNION

3.

Elisabeth Slayton
$2.50
Notasulga. Ala.
Mrs. Henry Bond
$2.00
Memphie. 'Penn.
5
Mitchell Burnette
$1.50
Dexter. Ala.
Entries are now being accepted for
TOM .IACKSON's second BIBLE QUIZ.
Sc brings complete details.
TOM JACKSON
32 SWEET AVENUE
BIRMINGHAM 7, ALA.
4.

For Sale Misc.

•

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

GUARANTEED N. Y. LIVE IN lobs.
535-555 wk. are advanced. Mallory
Agency, 578 Merrick Re., Lynbrook.
N. Y.

and aorcessee

Homeworkers Wanted:
We will send you the complete names

of 50 U.S. firms that
GUARANTEED N.Y. LIVE-IN
Jobs. 535-555 wk
Fare advanced.
Mallory Agency 5'16 Merrick Ed..
LinbroOk, N
Y.
WOMAN EXP. IN HOSPITAL WORK.
CALL:
452.1831
NEGRO WOMAN -EXP. FACTORY OR
BABY SITTING. CALL,
34, 5-7919
RAGSDALE EMPLOY ENT
Lie. Beauty Operator to Work In NEGRO WOMAN WANTS FIVE DAYS
work-private horn.
White Beauty Shop
948-1273
Maid Comb
$25 wk
Short Order Cook
$20 up EXPERIENCED
MAID,
NURSE.
Maids - Cock
Ironer. City references. 5 days 11,
JA 5 4589
week. JA. 7-9013.
WOMAN DESIRES JOB AS MAID WI
baby-sitter Dee days a week. Call.
11.4551
WOULD LIKE WinG( AS CORDON
Ironer or keep chlidien.
EXPERIENCED BEAUTICIANS
Call: WH 5-2181.
wants job ae shampooer In white
shop or as seamstress. JA 3-2661.
NICE HOME FOR RENT
3 LARGE ROOMS - HALF BATH.
retired or settled couple. Near popular bus 11.e. stove FURNISHED.
BR 2-3237
HOUSE FOR SALE BY OWNER
1267 Worthington St
3 Bedroom Brick, Cell BR 4.4203
for appointment.

Situation Wanted

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

Keep children In home for working
mothers-by the day. week. or month.
Call FA 4.5166 for Information.
WIN CASH PRIZES FOR PARTICIRev. and Mrs. L W. Meyers
Paling
in
a
series
,
of
Bible Quise
WE WILL LOAN you money to buy
, Sweepstakes and magasIne •ilbscrinyour used ear from or
"Memphis' COMPLIMENTARY
tion promotions. 5c brings you comOldest Chevrolet Dealer '•
plete details from
TOM JACKSON (Dept. FY
IF YOU HAVE RUGS OR CARPETS 32 Sweet
Avenue, Birmingham 7. Ala.
HOMEIVORKERS WANTED
that you would like installed wall
to wall or cleaned. Call Bob Millar
We will send you the names and
5 ACRES FOR SALE
for a free estimate. GI, 8-0702,
addresses of 50 US. firm, that URand
sAleswomen GENTLY NEED HOMEWORKERS for
3108 N Germantown Acted north of Salesmen
only 25c postpaid! Rush Your name,
Highway 64 nr. Ellendale can he wanted to sell retail
CHEVROLET CO.
advertis• addreAs.
shown by owner. Anytime. Mrs. George
and 25c today to Farmer 210
2200 Tamar
324-3671
ing
in the Memphis matket. TS Fifth Ave., New York
Gibbs. Jr.
10, N.Y.
ONE BOOK CASE. RED, COMPLETE PACKARD SHIRTS - TAILOR MADE We pay 25 per cent and 30 Piano Tuned. Ha, you r pump tutted
No else too large or too .55,11
mattress and spring, one dresser.
like
new.
Can
BR
2.7641
per
for mrvice.
cent contract commission Only $10
2 chest of drawers. one washing maalso
00.
chine. One dinette net, one orwing Meante. Orthoreut. and Chas. Chester
the dollar.
MASTER
YOUR
PROBLEMS
machine. CALL BR 82370. 2152 Shoe Representative
BY
"Divine
Meta-physics" for advice
Call WH 2-4513
Piedmont St.
Bruce N. BOyd, Sc. THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
and guidance to your problem.. Send
CADILLACS -- 55 hard top converti- 236
birtheIste. 3 questions and $2.00 to
ratveurr PARTY WOULD LIKE TO bles.
South
Wellington
Street William H. Felton, Ps.D , 2473
power, air conditioned. Call JA 7purchase • home bar In fair condiSev8511. $495 cab or terms.
enth Ave. New York 30. New York.
thin. Call JArkson 6-8397.
Memphis, Tenn.
FOR SALE
3 DIATTE SUITS $34.95 to $59.95 WRINGER WASHER
$39.00 and up
Phone WH 2-4332.
Call 323-4545
FOR SALE
2 BARBECUE GRILLS $9.95 EA. REFRIGERATORS $19.00
and
up
WH 24332
Call 323-4515
FOR SALE
WE HAVE YORK, FEDDERS AND T.V. SETS - $69.00 up - PHONE
Gibson Air Conditioner. cheap.
Call 323-4545

lalso a handy item.
And be sure to do as all
(I well - seasoned, well - prepared
travelers do and pack your
smile and sense of humor.
Now you're ready, set to
Here's a handy list to help:several one-dollar bills. They have fun.
you get ready for that Euro- are handy for small purchases Be sure to remember your I
pean vacation with jet s'peed.or if you run out of the curClip it out and check off the Irency of the country you're
following:
!visiting near the end of your
(1) Passport - To obtai n .stay and don't wish to buy
one, you'll need a birth cer-,more.
tificate. two passport-size nic-; (7) Clothes - About two
(tires (front view, 3 x 3), 810 weeks in advance, organize .
and your completed applin- your wardrobe, remembering
QUALITY USED CARS
that every ounce counts when
tion.
(2) Visas - Get th-en he. it corn - lo your precious pour:"
fore you leave home if you allowance on air flights. You'll
$35.00 to $45.00 Down
plan to visit coontries where be happiest with simple. ba-a
they are required. This saves'clothing in wrinkle-resistant
FINANCING NO PROBLEM
wasting precious time abroad.1 fabrics and medium
toned
3. Vaccination - With (colors which don't show wear.
Phone: WH 8-2236
proner World Health Organ- walking shoes; a raincoat is
ization form stamped by this
organ izat ion.
(4) Tours - Set them in advance, throuiih your i!,,e)
agent, if you want to make
sure you see everything in an
organized fashion.
(5) Accommodations - Consult your travel agent or write
for your own rooms be getting,
listings from the foreign government tourist offices
have representatives in the
United States.
(6) Currency - Change
some of your money into foreign currency before you leave
to help you get around your
COMPACT
FAMILY CARS
SECOND CAR
first day in the countries you
plan to visit. Take the rest r,`
your money in traveler's
'63 Comet Custom
'62 Be! Air Sedan
checks and be sure to carry
'59 Rambler
1
.

State Savings Bank

MIDWEST SPECIAL COMING SOON

Business Services

Here's A List To Check Before
Leaving For That Overseas Trip

Mo.

Payment
S 12.
23.76
34.50
$ 45.50
S 56.20
5110.82

Be Wise! Choose

Write 43/ East 44,1, • Coll WA 4-0522 • Chicago 53,

Apts. For Rent

Here are four of the LeMoyne College
students who packed their bags recently
and travelled to faraway camps and national parks where they are holding down
summer jobs. Top to bottom: Alger Taylor,
a senior, working as a tour director at
Crater Lake, Medford, Ore.; Lilia Ann
Abron, a sophomore, counselor at Camp

Approx.

Cosh You
GetS 500.00
S1,000.00
$1,500.00
$2,000.00
S2,500.00
55,000.00

YOU NEED HELP NOW - NOT NEXT YEAR

He also announces that Mrs.
D. T. Patterson has been
granted a year's leave of absence to study at the University of Indiana toward the doetore] degree in Business Education. Mrs. H. G. Woodson,
English Instructor, is studying
o
at
n th
ae gU
rannivtersity of Michigan

CHAMPAIGN, Ill. - Two
former Memphis high school
students have been accepted ,
as pledgees in a heretofore, allwhite fraternity. The Memphians are Daniel Brown and
FURNISH ED ROI IM WITH H A LF- Prise olnocra and winning answers
Millard Brown.
to,
bath water & lights furnished Phone
TOM JACKSON'S tat Bible Qui,
Daniel, an honor graduate BR 5-7124.
ANS.: The term "LORD'S DAY"
occurs in the New TESTAMENT once.
of Manassas high school in NEWLY DECORATED TWO
ROOM (REV. 1:101. In other New TenteAPARTMENT FOR RENT AT 685
1961, will be a junior at the
ment texts we are told that the day
S. WELLINGTON. UPSTAIRS, 325.00.
of which Jesus Is Lord, in the sub.
start of the fall term. Millard, Water
furnished. Call BR 2.2115.
bath day. "The Son of Man Is Lord
a 1962 graduate of Hamilton 3-11110M APT. BRICK
DUPLEX VERY even of the Sabbath Day." Matt. 12:8.
NICE. $40.00. ralat. WH 6S945 or Mark 2:28.
high school, and president of
JA 6-2880. Mr. E. L. .Young.
PRIZE WINNERS
the graduating class, will be
1. Mrs. Mildred Clark
$5.00
UNFURNISHED ROOMS
emphis. Tenn.
an advanced sophomore this
81.00
2 Igo. unfurn. rms. for rent 2. IYIVITing':::,""4'.1,„.'"""
fa/1.

THEY FOUND SUMMER JOBS

60 Flat Monthly Payments

and the Foster Parents, commending the parents for the
excellent service and care and devoton rendered the children of the bureau who are placed in approved Foster
homes. Each year the program of the reception featured
talented children in varied capacities. including solosmusical and instrumental, readings and speeches. Refreshments were served under the supervision of Mrs. Lithe
Rodgers, chairman.

UNION

S ecial Services

Furn. For Sale

on

WILSON MOTORS
1279 So. Bellevue at Trigg

KITTLE PONTIAC

SOLD OVER 100 USED CARS IN MAY
WE WANT TO SELL 150 IN JUNE
THE CLEANEST USED CARS IN TOWN

omprovviimvpqmporimpur
THIRD STREET MOTOR
COMPANY
1168 S. Third Street
Open 8:30 A.M. to 8:30 P.M.
1958 Chev. Impala, 2-Dr..
H.T., V8, Auto; Price below
wholesale - $65 down.
1959 Ford Gal.; 4-Dr. Beauty, Blue, Auto, V8. Extra
clean-$59.00 down.
1959 Ford. 2-Dr., V8, Auto,
Red & White; one-owner:
$785.00.
1958 Buick Super, 4-Dr.,
H.T., F.P., one-owner $65.00. '
1955 Bel Air, 4-Dr. Sedan,
all new tires. B&W, Auto
TM., V8, R.H.; one owner:
$495.00.
LOOK( LOOK! LOOK!
16 Ft. Run About, Cony.'
Top, all Fiber glass. Elect.
starter, Full Access. Mark
35 Mercury Eng., complete
with excellent trailer;
$895.00.

'62 Lemans. Air Cond.
'62 Lemons, 4-Door

'62 Catalina Spt. Cps. '59 Pontiac Wagon

'62 Falcon Future

'61 Impala Sedan

61 Tempest Sedan

'61 Star Chief Sedan

'58 Pontiac Sedan

'61 Catalina Sedan
'57 Pontiac Sta. Wagon

'62 Volkswagen
'60 Catalina Sedan
'61 Comet Custom

'57 Dodge Sedan

'60 Rambler Sta. Wagon '59 Catalina Sedan
'56 Plym. Sedar
'60 Check Cony.

REPOSSESSED HOUSEFUL
Pick up payments on 7 pc. thing
room. 7 pc. dinette. Refrigerators,
Nose. Juin- $15.11 rah tel note July
15th. Quality Fur. WIT 8-3378 Open
to 8 p.m.

For Sale Misc.
FOR SALE
FREEZERS-$60.00 and up
Phone WH 2.4332
GAS RANGES - 329.00 up PHONE
WH 2.4332
f tEEP

EPSTEIN

Help Wanted
WANTED
MAN WITH CAR OR STATION
WAGON
MUST rir A GO-GETTER
Te deliver and ern papers weeklY
Salary plus commission
New Tri-State
Publishing Company'
236 South Wellington Street
GOOD MAN NEEDS WORK AS POR
ter or rodent-ant worker.
WH 6.0687

LOAN OFFICE

162-164-166 BEALE ST,

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO • SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450

Have

CALLING
ALL

NEWSBOYS

Air Conditioning

50 OTHER CLEAN ONE OWNER USED CARS
TO CHOOSE FROM
FOR A GOOD DEAL THIS MONTH
SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY

KITTLE PONTIAC
2580 SUMMER AVE
FA 7 - 8464

COLETTA'S
TAILORS

129 Beale
Tuxedo Rentals For
PROM -ANNIVERSARIES
WEDDINGS
COMPLETE ACCESSORIES
FORMAL BALLS
525-9395

'N

ATHAN'S
LOAN

FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SNOT GUNS •
LUGGAGE

AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

176

& 178

REAL STREET SA 6-5300
.

MADAM BELL

'59 Buick Cony.

Most of the Above Cars

SHOE 160
STORE Beale
St.
COME IN
SEE
FREEMAN
SHOES

YARD WORK for MEN FOR use of
HOUSE. Must have other job.-House
work for wife
Ph. EV 6-4618

'58 Buick Sedan

'62 F. L. Ford, 2-Door
'61 Buick Spec. Air

WAYNE'S

You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender

-*Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE 1S NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Mississippi State Line. MADAM BELL
is
hack after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to stay in
her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or
sweetheart? Are you in had health: Are you discoura
ged'
If any of these are your problems, come let
MADAM
11E1,1, advise you at once. She will read life
to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you
why
your job or business is not a success. If you have
failed in the rest come see MA1)AM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State Line on the way to Hernando. her
home
la 2 blocks below where she used to stay right
aside
the DeSoto Motel. He sure to look for the RED
BRICK
DOUSE and )otili find her there at all times.
(She
catch sellow bus maiked Whitehaven
State Line
snd get off at Slate Line and walk 2 blocks
and sees
never had an office in West Memphis.)
11A DAM BELL'S BAND SIGN.

It

